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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
Many computer simulation studies for liquids and liquid mixt urcs com-
posed of rigid molecules have been carried out for the last t hrec decades. 
The structure and dynamics for cla..c;sical liquids hc1vc hr<'ll studi<'d by 
using computer simulation (e.g., Alien and Tildcslcy, 1987). Little at-
tention has, however, been paid to the molecules having the dc'gr<'<'S 
of freedom of internal rotation around dihedral angle, because these 
motions in flexible molecules are not easy to treat and distinguish from 
other motions such as the rotational motion and t.nmslat.ional motion. 
The physical properties of chain molecules arc som<'what rdated to 
their flexibility. A complicated nature of the liquid st.ru<:turrs arising 
both from intermolecular and intramolecular intrradions prcventcd us 
from understanding the roles played by the degrees of fn'<'dom of in-
ternal rotation. 
It is well-known that the distribution of dihedral angle drpcnds 
significantly on the density and temperature. The dynamical feature of 
the torsional motion is also sensitive to such external conditions. The 
dihedral angle distribution is a measure of solvent effects typic·al to liq-
uid states, and the mechanism of torsional motion of the dihedral angle 
in the liquid is expected to differ from that in dilute gas state. However, 
this difference has not yet been accounted for. The intrraclions between 
the solvent and the solute alter the topography of potential energy hy-
persurface which is different from that in vacuum. This, in turn, affects 
the conformational equilibrium of the solute. Conformational changrs 
in liquid state, which occur less frequently than the relaxation process 
of surrounding solvent molecules, are closely related to this topography. 
In the series of present studies, molecular dynamics (~D) sirnula-
tions for flexible molecules, have been performed to examine the liquid 
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structure in connection with the coupling between intra- and inter-
molecular interactions <Uld its effect on the torsional motions. Two 
flexible molc·cul<'s arc adopted: butane (n-butane) as the simplest flex-
ible molN·ulc and ethylene glycol ( ethane-1,2-diol, EG) as the simplest 
polyol. Butane is one of n-alkanes which are high theoretical and indus-
trial intercbt substances. Polyols are well known characteristic of some 
interesting phenomena such as the prevention of denaturating protein 
and the presence of 'non-freezable water' in aqueous solution at sub-
zero temperatures (Franks, 1982). The effects in terms of the torsional 
motions arc examined since these complicated static and dynamical 
properties arise from the coupling mentioned above. 
I . Confor mational equilibria of n-buta ne m olecules 
It is believed that the distribution of the dihedral angle of flexible 
molecule in the liquid state is fairly different from that in the ideal 
gas state. However, the origin of this difference is not clear. The 
distribution of dihedral angle is a measure of the effect of intermolec-
ular interaction on the internal degree of freedom. Historically, this 
distribution in t.h<' condensed phase has been discussed in terms of the 
random distribution or the short range packing effect. The former view 
proposed by Flory (19G9) was based on the consideration that the dis-
tribution is dominated by random packing, and therefore, it should be 
the same as that in the ideal gas state. On the other hand, statistical 
mechanical t.heory predicted that the distribution shifted to the gauche 
form in favor of the short range packing. In fact, various methods such 
as the packing fraction t lwory, and superposition approximation have 
been propo~cd to CYalnatc th<' distribution of the dihedral angle. Ac-
cording to these approximate methods, an increase in the population 
of the gnuchc conformation is estimated to be as large as 10 % (e.g., 
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Jorgenscn et nl., 1981; Jorg<'nsen, 1981 ). In a mon• n•ali:...t ic tn•atl!H'Bt 
with the n•fen•nce int(•raction-site model (fliS~f) hy Prat t and Chan-
dler (Chandl(•r and Pratt, 1976; Pratt. and Chandh•r, 1977; Pratt. Ibu 
and Chandler, 1978), tlw increase i~ 7%. The r<'<'t>Ilt comput1'r :...imula-
tion studic•s (Fclbcrg et al., 1986. 1987; \Vi<'lopolski and Smith, 108G; 
Brown and Clarkc, 1990) support the latter view. Howc\'<'1'1 t}w n•sults 
arc likely to he dcp<'IH1£'nt on the mod£'ls used, t.hc siumla.tio11 t.imc, 
the exist<'n<'<' of t.hc attractive for\es, and other simulat.ion C'ondit.ions. 
Therefore, n-butauc as t.he simplest molecule is adopt c•d, in which only 
a single degree of freedom of internal rotation is ind udc•d mHl ot h <'r 
stretching and bC'ncling vibrational motions arc ignored. Furt lwrmorc, 
the effect of the at tractive forces on the dihedral angle dist rilm i ion for 
n-butane has be<'n examined by the molecular dynamics (\llD) simula-
tions. 
II. The torsional dynamics of n-butane molecule 
The chemical r<'act.ion rate and its mechanism in liquid st.at e ar<' some-
what different from that in the ideal gas state. How<'V<'r, t h<' origin 
of this difference has not been accounted for. It is believed t.hat the 
interaction bctwc<'n the solv<'nt and the sol ut£' forcc•s t.o alt c·r the to-
pography of pot<'ntial energy hypersurface. The dynamics of infrc•quc·nt 
molecular ev<'nts ar<' closely related to this topography. In the case that 
the l:>ystcrn ha.c.; stronger interaction bctwc<'n the solvent and the solut.e, 
we must consider the whole effects of many solvent molecules to intc·r-
act concurrently with the solute molecules. In the opposite c:ase, the 
existence of the solvent molecules also plays a significant role in the 
conformational equilibrium of solute molecules. The intc·ract.ions be-
tween the solvent molecules and the solute molecules arc ·eo op<'rative' 
effects wluch affect indirectly the equilibrium and the reaction path of 
internal rotation of the flexible molecule. 
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The conformational equilibrium of flexible molecule is considered 
to be one of chcmir.al reaction in a condensed phase (Chandler, 1978). 
The' intramolecular rearrangement is regarded as energy transforma-
tion process. Thr trans-gaurhr isomerization of n-butane is a simple 
rnod<'l for first-ord('r clH'mical reaction since the torsional potential for 
n-hntane is one-dimrnsional. Many investigations have been carried 
out in order to evaluatr the rate constants from molecular dynamics 
of u-butane using statistir.al mechanical approaches (Rosenberg et al., 
1980) and transition state theory (TST) (Edberg et al., 1986,1987; 
Drowu aud Clarke, 1990). 
In this work, to clarify the torsional motion of the flexible molecule, 
n-butaue molc>culc is adopted as the simplest flexible molecule among 
n-alkanes. Only a single degree of freedom for torsional motion is in-
clud<'d and other stretching and bending vibrational motions are ig-
norrd. The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the n-butane 
mol<'culr in non-polar molrcnlcs Xe are carrird out, which is spherical 
but. has a fairly high mdt.ing point. To analyze the torsional motion 
of n-butanc, the kinetic energy of n-butane is divided into three terms, 
whir.h arc arising from the translational, rotational and torsional mo-
tions. By analyzing the time development of these kinetic and potential 
energies of n-butan<', we investigate how the reaction path of internal 
rotation of n-butanc mol<'cule changes under the influence of the solvent 
rnokcules. 
Ill. Aqueous Solution of Ethylene Glycol 
Protein in polyol solvents is not easily denatured, while most proteins 
ar<' not stahle against lH'afing, cooling or pH changes and easily und<>rgo 
rearrang<'nwnt.s to ot.hN stable states. The proteins in polyol solvents 
or aqn<'ons polyol sol ut ions, howrver, se<>m to retain a highly ordered 
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structure than those in pure water. ~ou-fn'<'zing glassy water is a 
very interesting example in which pure water does not become gla!-i:>Y 
upon cooling. A recent proton NMR study (Forsyth and MacFarlane, 
1990) has shown that diol molecules can interact strongly with water hy 
means of hydrogen bonds. However, it is not possible to say whether or 
not the diol solutes reduce the ability of water to form hydrogen-bonded 
networks and thus prevent the water molecules from nucleating to form 
ice. Many investigations have been carried out in order to clarify tbc 
origins of these phenomena, but their mechanisms arc still unclear. 
These characteristic properties undoubtedly arise from the cou-
pling of intermolecular interactions with intramolecular interactions in 
the polyol molecules as well as from hydrogen bonding between the 
polyol hydroxy groups and water molecules. The torsional motions of 
flexible molecules are dependent on the nature of the solvent species in 
a condensed phase as well as on the torsional potential. The dynam-
ics of the torsional motions are highly cooperative in the liquid st.al<'. 
The conformational equilibrium is somewhat diffrrcnt from that in a 
vacuum. Therefore, investigations of the role of solvent molecules on 
the equilibrium properties and dynamics of torsional motions arc very 
important. 
Ethylene glycol is the simplest of polyols and a biologically im-
portant substance. Because each EG molecule has two OH groups, 
three-dimensional (3D) networks can be formed with water, with other 
EG molecules, and with itself by hydrogen bonding in aqueous EG solu-
tions. Some of the physical properties of EG arc different from those of 
other monohydric alcohols (Podo et al., 1974) which can form only lin 
car hydrogen bonds. The internal equilibrium configuration of the EG 
molecule has been measured by electron diffraction (Bastianscn, 1949) 
and IR spectroscopic mrthods (Krueger and Mettee, 1965; Buckley 
and Giguere, 1967), and has been calculated using energy rninimiza-
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tion of rotational isomers (Podo et al., 1974; van Alscnoy et al., 1984). 
Recently, conformational analyses have been performed using MC per-
turbation simulations (::\agy et al., 1991) and the Potential :Mean Force 
(PMF) was also calculated (Hooft et al., 1992). 
In the pr<'s<'nt molecular dynamics (~ID) simulation, we aim to 
clarify the torsional motion of EG in aqueous solutions of finite EG 
composition in connection with inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen 
bonds. To this end, we make a comparison of this system with an 
EG+Xenon mixture. In order to investigate how the intramolecular in-
teraction affects intermolecular hydrogen bonds, some rigid-EG models 
arc also examined. 
Scope of the Present Study 
MD simulations on n-butane and aqueous solutions of EG have been 
carried out in the present study. In the next chapter, the scheme of 
constraint.-MD method is given with some improvements. In chapter 
II, the conformational cquilibria of n-butane molecules are discussed. 
Chapter Ill deals with the torsional dynamics of n-butane molecule 
to analyzc the motion of n-butane. Chapter IV is devoted to MD 
calculations for aqueous solution of EG. The torsional motions of EG in 
aqueous solutions of finite EG composition arc presented and clarified 
in connection with inter- and intra-molecular hydrogen bonds. General 
conclusion of this work is given in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER I 
CONSTRAINT MOLECULAR DYNAMICS 
SIMULATION 
ALGORITHM OF MD SIMULATION 
Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulation is one of md hods usiug cmn-
puter for numerical solution of equations of motion (EOM), which arc 
ordinary differential equations. 
Theory 
In the monoatomic molecule system, the Lagrangi<Ul equations of mo-
tion (EOM) with the degree of freedom f become 
!!._ ~c - ~c = o, (k = 1, ... , f) 
dt uq1c uqk 
(1) 
where the Lagrangian function £( q, q) is defined by the difference be-
twcen kinetic energy term K and potential energy term V, 
C = K- V. (2) 
For Cartesian coordinates, eqn (1) becomes 
(3) 
where ri is the position and mi is the mass of atom i and Fi(t) is the 
force on that atom, 
(4) 
Given the molecular positions, velocities, and other dynamic in-
formation at time t, 3~ second-order differential equations, EOM (3), 
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are solved on a str.p-hy-step basis. In classical mechanics, the estima-
tion of the next. positions ri at time t + bt may be obtained by Taylor 
expansion around time t: 
(5) 
and also the previous positions r i at time t - bt: 
(6) 
The central-difference prediction is obtained by adding and delet-
ing these t.wo <·xprcssions to give 
r 1 (t + 6t) + r 1(t- bt) = 2ri(t) + (6t)2i\(t) + 0((6t)4) 
r~(t + 6t)- ri(t- 6t) = 26tr1(t) + 0((6t)2) 
(7) 
(8) 
The velocities are not to be computed from the trajectories, but 
they arc useful for rstimating the kinetic energy. They may be obtained 
from the formula. 
(9) 
v l(t) = r,(t) = 2~t {ri(t + 8t)- ri(t- 6t)} + 0((6t)2) (10) 
T his algorithm is the most widely used and simple method of 
integrating the EOM, is adopted by Verlet (1967). 
MD FOR RIG ID N ON-SPHERICAL BODIES 
In polyatomic molrcule systems, however, it becomes necessary to con-
sider intramolecular frredoms such as 
• stretching of intrratomic bonds 
• bending motions 
• torsional (twisting) motions. 
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Therefore, the equations of motion for polyatomic mol<•cules arc very 
complex. In addition, the time ':itep by '"·hich FOl\I arc solv('(l nmncr-
ically using computer has to be very short since these frcqtH'IH:ies arc 
much high. 
The torsional motions are, of much low<'r freqtH'IH y than bond 
vibrations, and arc very important in long-chain organic mol<'cul<'s: 
they lead to conformational intcrconvcrsion and have a direct influence 
on polymer dynamics. Clearly, these effects must be tr<'ated prop<'rly 
in molecular dynamics, within the classical approximation. It would he 
quite unrealist.ic to assume total rigidity of such molcculrs, although 
bond lengths and bond bending angles can be thought of a.s fix<'d. 
C ONSTR AI NT M D METHOD S 
In MD simulations of long chain molecules, the fast intramolecular vi-
brations are frozen. The bond lengths arc fixed by use of geometrical 
constants, and the bond angles are kept fixed by use of holouomic con-
stants. In generalized coordinates, it is difficult to write down explic-
itly the EOM of flexible molecules since inertial terms arc not omitted. 
Therefore, usually the cartesian EOM is used for long chain mol<•cul<•s. 
Under the existence of these geometrical and holonomic constraints, 
the EOM becomes linear equations. There arc two efficient methods 
to solve the linear equations: the direct matrix method and the iter-
ative method (van Gunstcrcn, 1980). The former method is used to 
calculate inverse matrix by using Gaussian elimination (e.g., Edbcrg et 
al., 1986). However, for long and complicated molecules, this mrthod 
is required for long computer run timcs to compute the large invrrsc 
matrix, since the dimension of this matrix is equal to the number of 
constraints. The latter method is used to calculate approximate solu-
tion iteratively to be converged to real solution until all the constraints 
arc satisfied. Some algorithms to be applied this iterative method to 
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MD simulation are advocated: most popular algorithm is named Shake 
(Ryckaert et al., 1978) and its modificative algorithms are Rattle (An-
dersen, 1983), CFR (Ciccotti et al., 1982), modified-Shake (Lambrakos 
et al., 1989), Settle (Miyamoto and Kollman, 1992) and so on. 
SHAKE 
Scheme of Shake algorithm 
Flexible molecules can be treated as an extension of the case of the 
molecule without degree freedom of internal rotation. Not only the 
force of inter- and intra-molecular interactions, but the force acting 
on atom pertaining to the molecule with constraints is also taken into 
account. 
No direct route to solve the constraint force is traced at all the 
time and therefore we arc forced to use an iterative process where each 
loop treats all constraints individually and successively. This method 
called SHAKE (Ryckaert et al., 1977; Ciccotti and Ryckaert, 1986) , 
has been devised for molecules with bond constraints. 
In a system containing N molecules, the Lagrangian equations 
of motion with the degree of freedom f and e holonomic constraints 
become 
d 8£ 8£ . --.--~= Gio- z= 1, ... ,n, a=1, ... ,N 
dt8rio- uria 
(11) 
where G ia is constraint force interacted on particle ( i, a). 
The force of constraint G ia acting on atom (i, a) pertaining to a 
molecule with e constraints, has the general form 
G . _ ~ ,(o-)". (a) __ ~ , (a)(8o-t:k)) 10' - - L.J /\k V IQ(/ k - L.J /\k ~ 
k=l k=l uria 
(12) 
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where the Lagrange multiplier Ak (o-) is a function of the coordinates and 
velocities of the atoms of that molecules, associatC'd with the constraint 
a-ia). The explicit expression for this Lagrange multiplier is obtained 
by requiring that for all k, O'k vanishes at all the timC'. 
Consider the example, as the simple ca...se of the heteronuclcar 
rigid diatomic molecule such as N2 and CO, which constrain one of the 
bonds to be of fixed length, 
(13) 
where r 12 = r 1 - r 2, sod is the fixed bond length. The constraint forces 
are eqn (2) 
(14) 
In the usual NVE-MD, the Verlet algorithm for both atoms is 
r 1 ( t + 8 t) = r'1 ( t + 8 t) - 2 · ( A ( t) ) · r 12 ( t) ( 15) 
m1 
where 
(8t)2 r~(t + 8t) = -ri(t- 8t) + 2ri(t) + (-) · F i(t) (17) 
ffij 
are the predicted positions at time ( t + 8 t) according to all forces in 
the system except the constraint one. Combining eqns (13), (15) and 
(16) in which Lagrange multiplier .\k(t), which is depended on time, is 
substituted formally by parameter /k, we get a quadratic equation in 
/k g1vmg 
(8 )2 _ -(r12 · r'12) + V(r 12 · r~ 2)2 - d2(d2 - r'1/) /k t - 2j..t-ld2 (18) 
h I I I d w ere r 12 = r 1 - r 2 an 
1 (19) 
1 1 
is the reduced mac;s of this molecule. 
In general, thC' position of an atom z on a molecule with e con-
straints is 
(8t)2 t (aak) 
ri (t + 8t) = ri(t + 6t)- -. E 'Yk -8 . ma b:d ri {rj(t)} (20) 
If the 'Yk is evaluated, the position r i can be evaluated from r~. 
A given constraint k at the JVth iterative loop is focused on. 
<N>a 
r .Nl·;W = r ·OLD _ (~:t)2~ ak ( · 1 ) J J v !:} ' J - ' ... 'nk 
m· vr· ) ) 
(21) 
The single parameter 'Yk(N) is now evaluated as the first order 
solution of the scalar equation 
(22) 
This is obtained by expanding this last equation in power of rk(N) 
and neglecting all t<'rm of order lager than unity. Therefore we get 
-rlN) = (6t)-2ak({riOLD})/ f: m-:-I(OO'k) . (oak) (23) 
j=l ) Orj r OLO 8 r j r (t) 
where the sum in the denominator runs over the nk atoms involved by 
If the iterative procedure is started with the 'unconstrained' po-
sitions as cqn (17), lhe coordinates after completion of step eqns (21) 
and (23) for the ak cou~traint at the Nth loop can be written 
(6t)2 t f1(8ak') r iNEW = r~ (t + 6t)- -- L iJZ, --
mi k';;;l Br, r (t) (24) 
wh<'re 
. kN ~ <N'> I Jk' = w 'Ye , k $ k, (25) 
N'=l 
kN N-t <N') f3k, = E , k' , k' > k. (26) 
N'=t 
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In order to solve 'Yk, these schemes mentioned above are calcu-
lated iteratively regarding all the constraints as a continuative proce 
durc. 
In practice, the set of Lagrange panunelt'rs "'k is adjusted by the 
iterative method until all the constraints arc satisfied within a tolcratH'<' 
value. 
(27) 
The tolerance value was set to 1.0 x 10 8 , all the constraints arc 
satisfied for the adjusted positions less than ±0.01% <'rror. 
Application and lmprorement 
Most of computational time was spent ca.kula.ting the force betw<'<'n 
sites and iterating shake routine in every MD and MC simulation. The 
simulations become increasingly time consuming as the numb<'r of par-
ticles increases. Furthermore, properties of long-chain molecul<'s occur 
over a wide range of time scales. In order to study these prop<'rti<'s, 
long computer run times arc needed. 
Vector processor (VP) computer works by taking the whole vec-
tor operation and logically executing it as one instruction. The use of 
the VP computer and the coding program suitable for VP machine ar<' 
able to be fast and efficient computing by th<' control of flow depen-
dencies. Efficient vector and parallel algorithms for MD simulation arc 
still in development. The routine for calculating the force between all 
interaction sites is ea<;y to be vectorized by regarding each coordinate 
of interaction sites as an clemE-nt of vector array . 
The Shake algorithm is applied originally to the molecule one 
by one and is subsequently iterated until all the constraints of each 
molecule are satisfied. Unfortunately, this procedure is not suitabl<' for 
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VP machine since this algorithm is a regressive calculation. The Shake 
routine is essentially an iterative method that considers all constraints 
of all molecules in succession. Therefore, we coded this algorithm as 
the it<'ra.tive calculation is implemented until all the molecules are sat-
isfied own constraints simultaneously. These improvements led the 
Shake routine to be V<'ctorizcd easily. Thus MD simulations with the 




PURE LIQUID n-BUTANE 
For liquid n-butane, molecular dynamics simulatious have lH'<'ll per-
formed in order to understand liquid structures in terms of both inter-
and intra-molecular interactions. Each n-butanc molecule consists of 
four sites interacting with LJ potential and only a dilH'dral angle is 
taken into account as the internal degree of freedom (LJ mod<'l). The 
population of gauche conformations with respect to th<' id<'al gas state 
is found to increase in the liquid state. To investigate how the int <'r-
molecular interaction affects the dihedral angle distrihut iou, W(' also 
adopt repulsive LJ potential (RLJ) model. It is found that the n<'ar-
est neighbor packing of the methyl and/or methylene groups can be 
represented roughly by using only the repulsive interaction. From the 
dihedral angle distribution, however, the rate of the shift of RL.J model 
to gauche is larger than that of LJ model and the attractiv<' fore<' abo 
plays a significant role in the conformational equilibrium. 
MODEL AND POTENTIAL 
Since we pay attention to the torsional motion of the dihedral angle, 
both intra- and intermolecular interactions are taken into account. Our 
model for n-butanr is the same as that used by Ryckaert and 13<'lkmans 
(1978). Each n-butane molecule consists of four interaction sites ccn-
tered on each carbon atom having the same mass (m- 2.408 x 10 23 
g). All the hydrogen atoms of n-butanc arc ncglrct<'d. TlH' site site 
distance is fixed at 1.53 A and the bond angles are also fixed at 109.47°. 
The intramolecular conformation of n-butanc is d<'finrd by the 
dihedral angle, o, ( -180° < Cl' ~ + 180°) and the torsional potential is 
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given as a function of ex by 
V0111(o:)/kB = {+1.116 + 1.462cosa -1.578cos2 o: 
-0.368cos3 a+3.156cos4 a-3.788 cos5 a} x 103K 
(1) 
(kll - Boltzmann's constant). This intramolecular potential has been 
proposed by Scott and Scheraga on the basis of IR and Raman spcc-
troscopic measurements and the ab-initio calculations for ann-butane 
molecule in vacuum (Scot.t and Schcraga, 1966; Woller and Garbisch, 
1972). The potential energy for trans conformation (a = 0°) is set 
equal to 0 kJ mol-1 and that for ±gauche conformation (a= ±120°) 
is 2.93 kJ mol-1. The potential barrier from trans to ±gauche is 12.35 
k.J mol t. 
The site-site intermolecular potential is described by the Lennard-
Joncs 12-6 potential with multiplification by the switching-function 
S:F(R) (Ohmine et al., 1988) (we call this LJ-model). 
S:F(R) = 




~R- rc~:{10(R- rd)2 + (R- rc)2 
rd- 1"c 
-5(R - rc)(R- rd)} 
0 




where H stands for the separation of the centcrs of mass, r (also r' ) 
denotrs the Cartesian coordinates of all atoms on each molecule, rij 
is t.lH' distance between i and j sites. Size parameter u and energy 
parrunrter e arc 3.923 A and 72 K, respectively. 
In the present MD calculation, all the n-butane molecules have 
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initially the tmns conformation ( n = 0°) and their oricntations arc ran-
dom. Initial temperatures and densities are srt equal to the experimen-
tally observed values of liquid n-butane (system A: 200 K, p* = 0.419; 
system ll: 291 K, p* = 0.365 ) (Ryckaert and llellrmans, 1978). Equa-
tions of motion are solved by the V rrlet method (e.g., A ll<'ll and Tildc::.-
ley, 1987) and the constraints of bond angles and length arc treated by 
the Shake algorithm (Rycka<•rt et al., 1977). A t.im<' st<•p, ~t, for the 
integration of equations of motion is 1.93 X lQ- 15 sec. 108 n-butanc 
molecules arc confined in a cubiC' c<'ll imposing t.h<' p<•riodic bound 
ary condition and the systems in the MD simulation corr<'spond to 
the NEV-cnscmble. The MD simulation is cxtcrHl<'d to 900,000 time 
steps (1737ps) for each syst<'m. This simulation time is long enough 
to evaluate the dihedral angle distribution with bctt<'r statistics than 
that of previous studies (Ryckacrt and Bellemans, 1978; \Viclopolski 
and Smith, 1986). 
In order to understand how the at tractive part of the LJ in-
teraction from other molecules affects the dihedral angle distribution, 
another potential, repulsive LJ (RLJ) model which has only the re-
pulsive part is also examined. Th<' r<'pulsive part of t.h<' potential was 
evaluated by adopting the \Vrrks-Chandler-Andcrscn (\V.C.A. ) type 
separation (Weeks et al., 1971). 
where rmin is set equal to 2116u. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
( for r < r,nin ) 
( for r ~ r mm ) (5) 
The energy and dihedral angle distribution obtainrd from the present 
MD simulations are given in Table 1. The trans conformation is defined 
by the region of the dihedral angle a , -60° < a < +60°, and the gauche 
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Table 1. Conditions of MD simulations for n-butane interacting LJ 
and RLJ potential. The temperature, energies and the percentage of 
trans state (Xr ) arc given. Standard deviations of xr are also 
given in the parentheses. The temperature T, the density p• arc in 
Kelvin, LJ redured unit, respectively. The unit of energy is kJ /mol. 
Average Total Potential Intra xr (%) 
Sysl<'m Tcmp.(K) Energy Energy Energy (dcv.) 
LJ A 
T 200.00 K 192.79 - 14.763 - 20.372 +1.685 73.995 p· - 0.'119 ( 3.826 ) 
LJ-B T 291.00 K 279.21 8.228 - 16.352 +2.521 63.842 p· - 0 :l65 ( 3.771 ) 
RLJ A T = 200.00 K 194.89 +10.499 +4.828 +1.885 
67.581 
p· 0.119 ( 3.142) 
RLJ B T 291.00 )( 286.23 +13.446 +5.118 +2.729 56.875 p· 0.365 ( 3.603 ) 
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conformation by that of -180° < n :S -60° and +60° ::; n :S +180°. 
xr and xc (= 1.0- X 1 ) stand for the frartion of tran<> and gauriH' 
conformational popnlat.ions, n·~pcctivcly. St<mdard deviations arc also 
given in the parentheses of this table. The deviations arc calculated by 
dividing whole simulation run into several blocks comprising consecu-
tive 10000 steps (19.3ps). In the RLJ model, the total energy of th<' 
system is positive. This is simply because the RLJ pot.<•ut ial does not 
have the attraction term and is positive in all regions. 
Time evolution of the dihedral angle 
We can obtain the time evolution of the dihedral anglrs of individual 
molecules in the L.J model. Figures 1 to 4 show the typical <'xampl<•s of 
the time evolution of the dihedral angles for both the L.J model and the 
RLJ model. The higher the temperature is, the more frccpH'nt ly t.he ro-
tation of the dihedral angle in n-butanc molecule takes place. Moreover, 
various patterns of rotation arc observed; trans ...... ±gaurhe transfor 
mation, ±gaurhe -t trans transformation, and ±gaurhe ...... :r=gaurhe 
direct transformation. In the case of RL.J mod<'l, we can obt.aiu the 
similar results to that of L.J model. 
Radial Distribution 
Although the temperatures for both the L.J and the RLJ Hy!;t<•ms arc 
different slightly with 0ach other, the difference in the radial distribu-
tion function (RDF) arising from the temperature diff<'rC'ncP is <'xpcct.c•d 
to be small. No correction due to the difference is made for RDF's, 
when they arc compared. Figures 5 and 6 show the End-Enrl (E-E), 
Inner-Inner (I-I), End-Inner (E-l), and centers of mass (G-G) RDF's for 
the LJ and the RL.J modcb, respectively. As seen from these figures, 































time step (per 1 00000) 
Figure 1 The time evolution of the dihedral angle for system LJ-A 
(T=192.79K, p• - 0.419 and 1737ps) : (a) selected four molecules and 
(b) selected one moleculr. 
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t1me step (per 100000) 
Figure 2 The time evolution of the dihedral angle for system LJ-B 
(T=279.21K, p*=0.365 and 1737ps) : (a) selected four molecnl<'s and 
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time step (per 1 00000) 
Figure 3 The time evolution of the dihedral angle for system RLJ-A 
(T=194.89K, p•=0.419 and 1737ps) : (a) selected four molecules and 
(b) selected one molecule. 
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time step (per 100000) 
Figure 4 The time evolution of the dihedral angle for system RLJ-D 
(T=286.23K, p*=0.365 and 1737ps) : (a) selected four mol<>culcs and 
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A 
Figure 5 Site-site radial distribution functions for the LJ model n-
butanc. The dashed line, dash-dot line, dotted line and solid line show 
the End-End (E-E), Inner-Inner (I-1), End-Inner (E-I) and centers of 
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A 
Figure 6 Site-site radial distribution functions for the RL.J model 
n-butane. End-End (E-E; dashed line), Inner-Inner (I-I; da.<;h-dottcd 
line), End-Inner (E-I; dotted line), centers of mass (G-G; solid line) 
RDF for (a) System RLJ-A and (b) RLJ-B. 
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with the site-site RDF's. This is in contrast to the case of small di-
atomic molecule such as nitrogen. This is caused by the relatively large 
cent<'r of ma.<;s motions of individual molecules. Thos<> are, in turn, due 
partly to the large chang<' of dihedral angles. 
Comparing the n LJ model with the LJ model, only a small dif-
fer<'nce is seen in RDF. The peak positions for the RLJ model shift 
slightly t.o long distance dir<'ction over all distance ranges. This is ex-
plained simply by the fact that there is no attractive interaction in RLJ 
modd. It is found that, <'X<'<'pt for a small shift in RDF's, there is no 
significant difference in t.h<' short range structures of system between 
both models (Almarza rt al., 1990; Elliott Jr et al., 1990). 
Dist1·ibution of the dihedral angle 
The distribution of the' dihedral angle calculated from the MD simu-
lations is shown in Figures 7 (LJ model) and 8 (RLJ model) and also 
in Table 2. It is found that Xffquid ( = 1.0- X~~uid ) in the liquid state 
incrNI.S<'S from that in the ideal gas state (X&eal gas ). The conforma-
tional <'quilibria shift toward the gauche form due to the presence of 
other molecules. This shift !:).X, 
!:).X - xc xc (XT xr ) 
- liquid - JCieal gas = - liquad - ideal gas (6) 
drpcnds on the simulation conditions and is between 3 and 5% in the 
ca.<.;e of the LJ model. 
For the RLJ model, the increase in !:).X is almost 10%, which 
should be compared with that obtained from theoretical calculation 
using a fused hard-sphere system (Pratt et al., 1978). Then, we try to 
separate the origin of the distribution into two contributions as 
VDilf() -VDifl () +WDJII() liquid (\ idral gas Q' Q' ' (7) 
whcr<> V1~1~,~~(o:) is cakulat<'d from the dihedral angle distribution as 
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Figure 7 The distribution of the dihedral angle in the L.J modd, in 
liquid phase (solid line) and in the ideal gas state at th<> same ternp<>r-
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F igure 8 The distribution of the dihedral angle in the RLJ model, in 
liquid phase (solid line) and in the ideal gas state at the same temper-
ature (dashed line). (a) System RLJ-A and (b) RLJ-B. 
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Table 2. Dihedral angle distributions for both models. The 
temperature T, the density p• are in Kelvin, LJ reduced unit, 
respectively. xr and xc (- 1.0 - xr ) are the ratios of trans sta.t (' 
and gauche state population, respectively. !:!.X stands for the 
conformational equilibrium shifts towaxd the gauche form 
(!:!.X = Xflquid - x&cal gas = -(xrquid - X'!:Jeal gas )). The unit is 
percent (%). 
syst<•m LJ -A system L.J B 
--
LJ model ( T = 192.79K, p· = 0.419) ( T = 279.21K, p· 0 :l65 ) 
xr xc xr X(; 
Ideal gas (dotted line) 78.321 21.679 67.028 32.972 
Liquid state (solid line) 73.995 26.005 63.842 36 I '>8 
D. X 4.326 3 186 
system RLJ-A system RLJ-B 
RLJ model ( T = 191.89K, p" = 0.419) ( T = 286.23K, p" 0.365 ) 
xr xc xr xc 
--
Ideal gas (dotted line) 77.980 22.020 66.328 33.672 
Liquid state (solid line) 67.581 32.419 56.875 43.125 
D. X 10.399 9.453 
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The first term in the right-hand side of eqn (7) is a torsional potential in 
the ideal gas and the second term is the indirect interaction due to the 
intermolecular interactions, that is the solvent induced contribution. 
In Figure 9 is shown the torsional potential in the liquid state, 
as a function of the dihedral angle in the LJ and the RLJ models. As 
seen from this figure, there is a small difference between two systems for 
which conditions other than the intermolecular potential function are 
the same. In order to make the discussion clearer when these dihedral 
angle distributions arc compared, we define the relative magnitude of 
the torsional pot<'nt.ial as 
v;f;~fJ(o:) = -kaTln(Xliquid(o:)/Xliquid(O)). (9) 
The solvent induced contribution term w'DIH(o:) is shown as 
W 'Dfll( ) _ V'DIH( ) VDIH ( ) (\' - liquid 0: - ideal gas 0: · (10) 
In Figures 10 and 11 are shown two contributions to the dihedral 
angle distribution cv;/;/,/J(a) and w'DIH(o:)) in the LJ and the RLJ 
models, rcspectivcly. The induced term (W' 01 H ( o:) ) is also shown 
in Figure 12. On account of intermolecular interactions, the gauche 
conformation in thc liquid state is more stabilized than that in the 
gas phas<', relatively. This tendency for the molecule to become 'fold' 
or small in sir-e is fairly d<>pendent upon the attractive part of the 
potential. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conformational cquilibria for n-butane have been investigated by MD 
simulations. Intcrmolccular interactions give rise to the shift of the 
equilibrium toward the gauche conformation. This is explained in terms 
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Figure 9 The effective potential in the liquid phase for the Systcm LJ-
A (solid line), LJ-B ( d<l.<.;hed line), RLJ-A (dash-dot line) and RL.J B 
(dotted line) n-butane. 
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Figure 10 The dihedral angle potential for the LJ model of n-butane 
in (a) System LJ-A and (b) LJ-B. The solid line shows the relative po-
tential in the liquid phase. The dashed line represents Scott-Scheraga's 
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Figure 11 The dihedral angle potential for the RLJ model of n-butane 
in (a) System RLJ-A and (b) RLJ-B. The solid line is the relative po-
tential in the liquid phase. The dashed line represents Scott-Scheraga's 
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Figure 12 The solvent induced potential w'DIH(a) for (a) LJ model 
and (b) RLJ model: System A (solid line) and B (dashed line) 
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model agree qualitatively with those from recent compntc•r sinmlations 
(Edbcrg et al., 1986, 1987; \Viclopolski anci Smith, 19RG; Enciso Pf 
al., 1989; Drown anci Clarkc, 1990). Howevrr, the magnitude of the 
shift in the dihedral angle distribution depends on tlH' m odds used and 
the conditions of simulation. 
The following results arc obtained from the repulsive LJ model 
calculation. From the result of RDF's, the structure of liquid n-butanc 
can be to great extent represented only by the repulsion part of the 
potential. However, comparing the dihedral angle distribution of the 
RLJ model with that of the L.J model, the shift is more c•nhanced in 
the system of molecules interacting via a repulsive intc·ract.ion only in 
place of the LJ interaction. The shift was 7% in the RISM calculation, 
where n-butane was approximated to a fused hard-sph<•rc (Pratt et al., 
1978). This value is in good correspondence with that obtained from 
our simulations for the RLJ systems. Therefore, the whol<' liquid struc-
tures including the dihedral distribution are sensitive to the attractive 
part of the intermolecular interaction as well as the repulsive part. 
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CHAPTER Ill 
TORSIONAL MOTIONS OF n-BUTANE 
Molecular dynamics simulations for n-butane in non-polar solvent Xe 
have been performed in order to understand a barrier-crossing mech-
anism of the dihedral angle for n-butane in the presence of solvrnt 
molecules. Each n-butane molecule consists of four sites interacting 
with LJ potential and only one dihedral angle is taken into account as 
the internal degTee of freedom. It is found that the solvent effect is large 
even in nonpolar solvent. There are various kinds of involvement of sol-
vent molecules in the intramolecular rearrangement of n-butane. The 
mutual relation among translational, rotational and torsional motions 
is examined. It sometimes happen that the solvents shift the pot<'n-
tial energy of the reactant butane upward and this induces a. facile 
transition. 
MODEL AND POTENTIAL 
Both intra- and inter-molecular interactions are taken into account. All 
the hydrogen atoms directly bonded to carbon atoms arc neglected. A 
carbon atom with two or three hydrogen atoms is treated as a sin-
gle 'united' atom with totalled mass. The interaction site is thrreby 
placed on the carbon atom. It is known that use of this type of sim-
pler model gives reasonable static and dynamic properties in th<> liquid 
state. Therefore, we adopt a simpler united-atom model: the present 
n-butane molecule model has four interaction sites and one dihedral 
angle with fixed bond lengths and bond angles; all bond stretching and 
bending vibration arc frozen. The bond length vibrational frequencies 
are well separated from the torsional frequencies of flexible "molecules 
and therefore decoupled with the torsional motions. The effect of the 
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constraints by freezing the bond lengths of the chain molecule is re-
markably insensitive. In contrast, the constraints on th<' bond angles, 
however, may change somewhat the fluctuation of the chain molecule 
(van Gunst<'ren, 1980; Toxvaerd, 1987). It is not practical that this 
high frequency vibration is taken into account in the framework of 
classical mechanics. Therdore, we used the simpler fixed bond angle 
model. The bond l<'ngths are kept constant at 1.53A, and the bond 
angles arc fixed to 109.46° by a ncxt-nearest-neighbor constraint (Ryck-
acrt and Dcllemans, 1978). 
The torsional potential energy of each conformation is given by 
the sum of various contributions: conjugated effects, non-bonded in-
teraction and so on. The intramolecular conformation of n-butane is 
defined by the dihedral angle, a ( 180° <a~ +180°), and the torsional 
potential is given as a function of Fourier series, 
5 
V0111 (a)/ka = 2: Vo-n cosn a (1) 
n=O 
(k8 = Boltzrnann's constant), which has three minima corresponding 
to the - gauch(', tram; , +gauche states. 
To clarify t.he torsional motions in terms of intramolecular in-
teraction, two mod<'ls of n-butane molecule have been used. One 
is that each n-butanc molecule has four beans with the same mass 
(m = 2.408 x 10 23 g) . This model is identical to RB-modd (Ryck-
acrt and Dell<'mans, 1978) (model-A). Another is that each n-butanc 
molecule has fom h<'culs with two -CH3 and two -CH2- groups which 
have diffcn•nt nutss<'s (model-D) (Padilla and Toxvaerd, 1991). The 
parameter values in eqn (1) for model-A are the same as employed by 
Scott and SclH•raga (1966), for model-B are proposed by Padilla and 
Toxvaerd ( 1991), arc given in Table 1. The potential curves arc shown 
in Figure 1. The diffcr<'ncc between these two potential functions is 
the height of potential hanier. This affects sensitively to the behavior 
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Table 1. Interaction paramct<'rs for intramolecular torsional pot<'nt ial 
functions of n-butane. The unit for Vxz's are 103K. 
model V.s 
---A------------------------------------------
+1.116 +1.462 1.578 0.368 +3.156 3 788 
B +1.03776 +2.42607 +0.08164 3.12946 0.16328 0.25273 
Table 2. Interaction parameters for intermolecular LJ pot<'ntial 
functions of n-butane. The unit for a is A, for ejk8 is Kelvin (kiJ is 
the Boltzmann's constant). 
model (J E1/ks E2/ks 
A 3.923 72.00 
B 3.905 88.06 59.38 
a E/ks 
Xc 4.1 216.87 
Ar 3.405 119.8 






































Figure 1. Torsional potential energy around -C-C- for model-A (solid 
line) and model-B (dashed line) 
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of the internal rotation. Thcrc'fore, we have performed MD simula-
tions with different two dihedral potcntials. In modcl-13, the potential 
barrier of ±gauche-+ -=fgauche is much lower than that in model A. 
Therefore, the intramolecular rcarrangcrnents of ±gauche-+ -=fgauc.hc 
take place as frequently as that of ±gaurhe-+ trans. 
The site-site intermolecular potential is described by the Lennard-
Jones 12-6 potential with truncated long-tail correction at cut-off dis-
tance by multiplying the switching-function (Ohmiuc et al., 1988). 
(2) 
( r,1 < rd ) 
( rd S r,1 < re ) 
( re S r,1 ) (:J) 
(4) 
where rij stands for the distance between sites i and j in differ<'nt 
molecules. Size parameter o and energy parameter c /A~ B arc listed in 
Table 2. Standard values are used for Xe, Ar and CCL1• For all unlike 
site-site pairs, we adopted the Lorentz-Berthelot (LB) combining rule, 
in which size parameter is give by the arithmetic mean, energy param-
eter by the geometric mean. 
One of the intriguing features of the flexible molecules is to exam-
ine the solvent effect on the barrier-crossing dynamics of the individual 
solute molecule. In the present study, the solute-solute interaction is 
completely eliminated assuming infinite dilution of n-butanc in solvent 
Xe: It contains a n-butane molecule and 107 solvent molecules. The 
temperature is set to 200.00K and density p is set to 2.36g/cm3 (re-
duced density, p*= 0. 75). 
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1'\cwton 's equations of motion are solved by the ordinary Vcrlct 
method (e.g., A llf"n and Tilrlcslcy, 1987) and the constraints of bond 
angles and length arc treated by the iterative algorithm, named 'Shake' 
(Ryckacrt et al., 1977). A time step 6.t, for the integration of equa-
tions of motion, is 2.00 x 10 ·15 sec. The centers of mass of molecules 
arc placed on an f.c.c. crystalline lattice as an initial configuration. 
IniLially, the n-butane molecule has the trans conformation (a = 0°) 
wit.h a random orientation of n-butane. 
The systems correspond to an NEV-cnsemblc in the MD sim-
ulation. The molcculcs m·c confined in a cubic cell box imposing the 
periodic boundary condition and the cubic minimum image convention. 
An initial 100 ps of simulation is used for the relaxation of the unrealis-
tic initial conditions to achieve both the structural and conformational 
equilibria of internal dihedral angles. The MD simulation is extended 
to 500,000 'V 1,100,000 time steps (1.0 rv 2.2ns) in order to calculate 
thermodynamic properties accurately, to 2,500 "' 10,000 time steps (5 
"' 20ps) in order to analyze the torsional motion in more detail. 
In addition, other intramolecular potential models axe also ex-
amine how the intramolecular potential affect to the torsional motions. 
\Ve adopted otlwr four potential models: ul:iing three quarters, half 
and quarter of the rcaJ intramolecular potential as well as a model 
of free torsional potential. We call these 'p'-, 'h'-, 'q'- and 'n'-typc 
intramolecular potential function model, respectively. All of these po-
tential models arc examined under the same conditions as the case of 
'full' potential model ('o'-type model). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The temperatures and t.hc potential energies calculated from the present 
MD simulations arc giv<'n in Table 3. Standard deviations axe also given 
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Table 3. Thermodynamic properties for mixtures of n butane and 
solvent. The temperature is in Kelvin. The unit of energy is kJ /mol. 
Standard deviations are also given in the parent h<'scs of this table. 
The deviations are calculated by dividing whole simulation run into 
several blocks comprising consecutive 10000 steps (20.0ps). 
System Average Total n-butanc SoiV('nt n butane 
(mod<' I) Temp. Energy Energy En(•rgy Intra-pot. 
0 201.14 675.97 16.51 6.25 3.33 
X LOO (2.36) (4.74) (2.36) (0 050) ( 1.30) 
Model A p 197 .1)5 GS3.82 8..10 G.:H 2.25 
x0.75 (7.18) (14.36) (2.15) (0 112) {l.ll) 
(200.00K) h 202.94 - 673.62 - 9.00 6.21 1.76 
x0.50 (2.87) (6.07) (1. 78) (0.064) (0.67) 
q 202.67 674.16 9.20 6.21 1.40 
x0.25 ( 1.98) (3.75) ( 1.4 7) (0.040) (0.24) 
n 206.82 666.66 - 10.28 6.13 0.00 
xO.OO ( 4 .08) (8.02) ( 1.38) (0.080) 
0 199.63 -678.77 - 7.85 6.27 2.87 
xl.OO (8.95) (18.50) ( 1. 79) (0.175) (0.55) 
Model B p 195.94 - 688.42 - 9.40 - 6.35 1.53 
x0.75 (3.80) (7.60) (1.80) (0 073) (0.82) 
(200.001<) h 207.05 664.69 9.14 - 6.13 1.58 
x0.50 (5.76) (11.77) ( 1.67) (0.111) (0.53) 
q 199.49 681.13 10.65 - 6.12 1.32 
x0.25 (8.90) (18.71) (1.53) (0. I I 0) (0.18) 
n 200.57 680.18 - 10.76 6.26 0.00 
xO.OO (3.65) (7.1 0) (1.23) (0 072) 
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in the parcnthcs<'.s oft his table. The de-viations are calculated by divid-
ing the whole simulation run into several hlocks compri"ing conc:;N·nt.ivP 
10,000 st<'pS (20.0p5). We will pay attention to the intramolecular con-
formation of n-butanc which is defined by the dihedral angles. The 
trons conformation (T) is defined by the region of the dihedral an-
gle a , -60° < a < +60°, and the gauche conformation by that of 
-180° <a~ -60°(G ) and +60° ~a~ +180°(G+). 
Time evolution of the dihedral angle 
Figures 2 and 3 show the time evolution of the dihedral angles by the 
n-butan<' simulation for each system of 'o'-type model (xl.O) and 'h'-
type model ('o'-typc x0.5). The lower the height of potential barrier 
for torsional motion is, the more frequently the rotation of the dihedral 
angle in n-butanc molecule takes place. Moreover, various patterns of 
rotation arc observed; trans -+ ±gauche and ±gauche -+ trons rear-
rangcmrnts. Remarkably, in the case of B-model, we can obtain 
±gauche -+ =f gauche transformation frequently since the intramolec-
ular pot.N1t.ial of I3-rnodcl has a lower potential barrier than that of 
A-modrl for G± -+ G'f direct transformation. 
Solvent induced cont1·ibution 
This simulation tim<' proves to be long enough to obtain reliable distri-
butions of dihedral angle in the case of d<'nS<' n-butane liquids. Since we 
treat only one n-huta.ne molecule- as a solute in this work, the dihedral 
angle distribution has a tend(•ncy to take either positive or negative 
values for a long time. We calculated the distribution only for 'n'-
type intramolecular potential ('o'-type xO.O) of model-A. The 'n'-type 
intramolecular potential is defined as a model of free torsional poten-
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Figure 2. The time evolution of the dihedral angle of n-butane for 
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Figure 3. The time evolution of the dihedral angle of n-butane for 
2.2ns (1,100,000stcps): 'h'-typc (x0.5) of model-A (TOP) and model-
B (BOTTOM). 
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Table 4. The distributions of the dihedral angle a. The trans form is 
defined by the region of -60° < a < +60°, and the gauche form by 
-180° <a~ -60° and +60° ~a~ +180°. 
Model a- T a+ 
o (xl.OO) 32.31% 21.37% 46.32% 
p (x0.75) 23.87% 47.57% 28.56% 
A h (x0.50) 17.09% 57.86% 25.05% 
q ( x0.25) 25.13% 43.92% 30.95% 
n (xO.OO) 34.98% 29.88% 35.14% 
o (xl.OO) 8.78% 1.80 % 89.42% 
p (x0.75) 27.38% 58.68% 13.94% 
B h (x0.50) 45.76% 30.70% 23.54% 
q ( x0.25) 36.72% 29.33% 33.95% 
n (xO.OO) 36.19% 29.63% 34.18% 
Model a- ..... r a- ..... r r ..... a+ r ..... a+ a- ..... a+ a- ..... c+ 
o (xl.OO) 5 6 10 11 0 0 
p (x0.75) 21 21 25 23 0 0 
A h (x0.50) 101 101 113 112 0 0 
q ( x0.25) 322 320 350 349 5 3 
n (xO.OO) 644 641 650 647 1006 1002 
o (xl.OO) 0 1 1 1 1 1 
p (x0.75) 8 7 5 4 5 4 
B h (x0.50) 26 28 22 23 27 29 
q (x0.25) 191 197 158 165 258 266 
n (xO.OO) 682 699 604 620 965 981 
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Therefore, the dihedral angle distribution of this model is dominated 
only by the intermolecular interaction, obviously. 
The distribution for a positive angle value after symmetrizing 
the obtained distributions is given in Figures 4. In order to clarify the 
solvent induced contribution, we define the relative magnitude of the 
torsional potential as 
(5) 
(where x/oqoHci((\') is the dihedral angle distribution at dihedral angle C\') 
and this contribution shows also in Figures 4. 
As seen from these figures, the cis conformation in the liquid state 
is more stabili1.cd than the trans conformation (ea. - 0.5kJ/mol), rela-
tively. On account of intermolecular interactions, the molecule become 
'fold' or small in size in the liquid state. 
Structure of .c;olvent molecules 
Although the temperatures for all systems and models arc different 
slightly with each other, the difference in the radial distribution func-
tion (RDF) arising from the temperature difference is expected to be 
small. No correction due to the difference is made for RDF's, when 
they arc compared. 
Figures 5 and 6 show the End(CH3)-Xc, lnner(CII2)-Xe RDF's. 
In both Xc-Xe RDF's and center of mass G-Xc RDF's, which are not 
shown here, there are difference slightly among each potential model. 
Comparing both n-butane models with various strengths of torsional 
potentials, only a small difference is seen in RDF. Therefore, it is found 
that there is no significant difference in the short range structures of 
system between A-model and B-model and among all potential models. 
As seen from these figures, the End-Xe RDF of 'n'-type model 
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Figure 4. The solvent induced contribution for 'n'-type of model-
A: the distribution of the dihedral angle (TOP) and induced torsional 
potential (BOTTOM) of n-butane. 
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Figure 5. End-Xc radial distribution functions: for model-A (TOP) Figure 6. Inner-Xe radial distribution functions: for model-A (TOP) 
and modcl-B (BOTTOM) of n-butane. and modcl-B (BOTTOM) of n-butanc . 
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with that of other potential models. Those are due to the free change of 
dihedral angles and also to the relatively large cPntPr of rn~!';" motions 
of individual molecules. 
Figures 7 plot the Fourier transformation of the autocorrclation 
functions for the velocity of solvent Xe molecules, 
V(w) = 2_jexp(iwt)(vi(t) ·vi(O)), 271' (6) 
where the average ( ) is over the initial time t = 0 and over all Xe 
mol<•culeH. As seen from these figures, the power spectrum is depcn-
dcut neither on the potential form nor on the strength of the dihedral 
pot cntial. 
Figures 8 show the normalized autocorrelation functions for the 
~(t)(= dO!(t)jdt), where a(t) is dihedral angle of n-butanc molecule at 
time t. The time correlations of a( t) of model-B arc longer than that 
of model-A. Figures 9 plot the Fourier transformation of the autocor-
rclation functions for the a( t). The 'q'-type intramolecular potential 
( x0.25) n-but.a.nc of both models has the power spectrum localized 
around w rv 0. This indicates that the torsional motion is free, be-
cause the torsional potential barrier of 'q'-type potential functions is 
well lower than that of other 'o'-,'p'-,'h'-type potential functions. The 
cxisU•nce of two peaks in A-model is characteristic of the torsional po-
tential function while there exists the single peak in B-model. 
Tors iona l Motion A nalys is 
\Vc can obt a.in the time evolution of both dihedral angle and the in-
termolecular potential of n-butane from the surrounding solvents dur-
ing the intramolecular rearrangement. There are various kinds of the 
transition patterns involving solvent motions. \Vc show some typical 
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Figure 7. The Fouricr transformation of the autocorrclation functions 
for the velocity of solvent Xe molecules: for model-A (TOP) and model-
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Figure 8. The normalized autocorrelation functions for the a( t)( = 
da(t)jdt), where a(t) is dihedral angle of n-butane molecule at timet: 
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Figure 9. The Fourier transformation of the autocorrelation functions 
for the a(t): for model-A (TOP) and model-B (BOTTOM) of n-butanc. 
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case Ill and IV ar<> in n-butane(model-B)-Xe system and case V is in 
n-butanc(Mocl<•l-A)-CCL1 system. 
Kinetic Energy Analysis 
To clarify the interference of translation and rotation with torsional 
motion of dihedral angle, we divide the kinetic energy of n-butane 
into those three contributions. The movements of center of mass for 
n-butane occur translational energy. To analyze kinetic energy, we 
introduced rigid molecule approximation that the motions of flexible 
molecule such as n-bntane are regarded as instantaneous motions of 
rigid molecular. \Ve d<>fined that the rotational energy is occurred by 
rotating th<> whole molecule, which is treated as a rigid molecule. We 
noticed bond lengths and bond angles of our model were fixed, so that 
the internal vibrational term is equivalent for the term of dihedral angle 
vibration. 
For rigid molecules, the relationship between the space fixed sys-
tem of coordinates and the body fixed system (Goldstcin, 1980) is 
dcfinrd by 
(dG)space = (dG )body + ( dG )rotation (7), 
wh<'rr G is any vector. The velocity v is 
V space = V body+ W X r . (8) 
Angular momentum L is given by 
(9), 
where r . is the body fixed coordinate and v i is the body fixed velocity 
to the ccnter of mass of n-butane. 
Obviously, v is not composed of only the rotational motion. The 
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moment of inertia for the rotational motion, I , is, 
\Ve can write 
-La m,XiYi 
La m,(r[- yl) 
- Li ffiiYiZi 
L= I w 
(10). 
( 11 ), 
and therefore we can obtain w by L and I - 1• w is angular vrlocity of 
n-butane can be defined at any instance. 
We then write each rnergy term of n-butane, 
£k = £k(t1'Cmslation) + £k(rotation) + £k(dilled.vibrahou)' (12) 
£k = ~~ mi vl, (13) 
I 
1 2 
£k(translation) = 2 2;: ffij VGj , (14) 
] 
1 
£k(rotahon) = 2 ~ Ln Wn, (15) 
respectively, wh<>rc £~; is the total kinetic <>n<>rgy of n butane, 
£k(translation) is the translational energy, £/.:(rotation) is the rotational en-
ergy of whole n-butane fixed to the temporal geometry, £k(di/i('d vibraticm) 
is the internal vibrational energy, which is equal to the torsional kinetic 
energy of dihedral angle, a, can be defined by 
£k(clihed.vibrntion) = £~; - (£k(translation) + £/c(rotatiou)) · (16) 
Potential Energy Analysis 
In order to understand how the LJ interaction from other molecules 
affects the torsional motion, we examine the contribution of both the 
attractive part ( £:) and the repulsive part ( £:-) of the intermolecular 
potential that are evaluated by adopting the Weeks-Chandl<>r-Andersen 
(W.C.A.) type separation (Weeks et al., 1971). 
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£p £p(inter.) + £p(intra .) 
- £~inter) +£~inter.) + £p(intra.)· 
[R. (r) = { £p(inter .)(r) + € , 
p(wtcr) 0 
A { -€ 
£p(inter,)(1·) = eo . (r) 
'-p(tnter.) 
1 . 21/6 W lCfC Tmin IS <7. 
Torsional Motion Analysis 
( for r < r mm ) 
( for r ~ r m in ) 
( for r < r m in ) 




For the intramolecular rearrangement, that is, the transition of the 
potential barrier in the dihedral angle, the total potential energy of n-
butane mol<'cnlc is evaluated. In the gas phase, the profile of the total 
intramolecular potential energy is the same to the torsional potential 
energy, is given in eqn (1 ). However, in the liquid, the solvent induced 
contribution alt<'rs the topography of the potential energy hypersur-
face. The location of the top of the barrier in liquid may be difference 
from the that in gas phase, which are at oo, ±60°, 180°. In Table 5, the 
dihNlral angle of the top of the barrier, abarrier, the difference of the di-
hedral angle, D.crb(lrl'ier( = labarrier -at~~~tl), the height of potential bar-
rier Eban·icr and the energy difference D.Eba,-rier(= Ebarricr - Ebarrier) 




One of the typical examples is plotted in Figures 10, in which the 
c+ __. '['__. G transition is occurred. Figure lOa shows the time evo-
lution of the dihcdral angles during the intramolecular rearrangements 
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Table 5. The dihedral angle of the top of potential barrier and the 






Case System Model Rearrangement 
55.45 8.75 
( +4.55) ( 0.67) 
68.76 8.75 
( +8.76) ( +2.02) 
c+ __. T 
I Bu-Xc A-o 
T __. c-
52.93 11.04 
(7.07) ( 1.31) 
60.78 11.97 
(0.78) ( +2.55) 
II Bu-Xe A-o 
T __. c+ 
c+ __. T 
62.52 11.75 
( +2.52) ( 1.78) Ill Bu-Xc B-o c+ __. T 
T __. c+ 62.78 15.13 (+2.87) ( 0.35) 
178.08 13.79 
( +1.92) ( 0.16) 
IV Bu-Xe B-o 
c+ __. c-
63.70 10.01 
( +3.70) ( 2.34) T __. c-
59.31 10.19 
(+0.69) ( +0.77) V Bu-CC14 A-o c- __. T 
48.38 13.74 
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Figure 10. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rearrangernents (Case I): (a) the time evolution of the 



































Figure 10. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rearrangements (Case I): the time evolution of (b ) <'ach 
kinetic energy term (TOP) for total (solid line), rotate (dashed line) , 
translate (dash-dot line) and dihedral vibrational energy (dotted line); 
(c) the kinetic energy of each CHn group (BOTTOM) for C 1 (solid 




























Figure 10. One of the typical examples (Case I): (d ) each in termolec-
nlar potential energy term (TOP) for C 1 (solid line), e 2 (dashed line), 
e 3 (dash-dot. linr) and e 4 (dotted line); (e) each potential energy term 
of n-butane molecule a..<-; a function of the dihedral angle (BOTTOM), 
for total (~olid line), intramol<'cular (dashed line), intermolecular-attractive 
(dash-dot line) and intcrmol<'culax repulsive potential energy (dotted 
line) within LOps. 
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(2500steps, 5.0ps). The transition event is completed within 1.0 ps 
(500stcps) which is shown by two vertical lines in Figure lOa. A more 
detailed analysis is made to <'xamine the dynamics of torsional mo-
tions. In Figures lOb, lOc, lOd and lOe, the time evolution of each 
kinetic energy term, the kinetic <'nc>rgy of each CHn group cmd each 
intermolecular potential energy term, and each pot<'ntial energy term 
of n-butane molecule as a function of the dihedral angle arc shown, 
respectively. The motion of each CIIn group is not independent of Ntch 
other since these groups arc constrained by fixrd angles and bonds. 
In order to invrstigate how the motions of each group affect torsional 
motion, the kinetic energy of each CHn group arc, however, calculated 
treating each group with independent atoms. 
The maximum values of the barrier are shown in Figure 10r by 
two vertical lines. Two vertical lines in Figures lOb, lOc, lOd are cor-
responding to the time of these intramolecular r<'arrangcm<'nt cv<•nts. 
We defined <'ach group of n-bntane, CH3-, CH2-, -CH2- and CH3 
as C 1, e 2 , e 3and et!, respectively. As seen from Figure lOc, thcs<' con-
tinual rearrangemcnts ( c+ .___. T .___. c-) arc dominated mainly by the 
motion of et and e 2. The motion of e 4is not ve-ry large, howev<'r, 
plays a significant role in these rearrangements since this group moves 
the opposite direction of et and e 2. The kinetic energy of e"which 
leads to the torsional motion is transformed mainly to that of C 1 and 
C 2• In the forward transition ( c+ .___. T), in the term of the rotational 
energy of whole n-butane (£k(rotation)), the rearrangement occurs accom-
panying a large rotational motion of whole n-butanc. The backward 
transition (T .___. G ) is occurred continually after the forward transi-
tion. In this transition, the height of potential barrier is not lowered 
by relaxation of the surrounding solvents. Therefore, this arrang<'mcnt 
is caused dominantly by the kinetic energy. 
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Case If 
Anoth<'r example is plotted in Figures 11, in which the T --+ a+ --+ T 
transition occurs. As seen from Figure llb, the rotational energy of 
whole n-butanc, £k(rotation) 1 is transformed to the translational energy 
and the torsional energy. The motion of each group of n-butane is 
closely related to the intermolecular interaction from the solvent. In the 
case of C 1 and C3 , the direct C'nergy transfer from kinetic to potential 
part occurs. 
Case Ill 
The ot.her example is plotted in Figures 12, in which the a+ --+ T 
transition occurs. As seen from Figure 12b, the dihedral angle a stays 
in a small region, is closed to the very limit of intramolecular tran-
sition before the real rearrangement is occurred. \Vhile this motion, 
most of the kinetic energy of C 2, C 3 and C 4is transferred to that of 
C 1. These motions lead the intermolecular interaction to less stable 
confonnation(-1.78kJ/mol). The real height of potential barrier is 
slightly lowered by the intermolecular interaction. Therefore, this re-
arrang<'ment is cans<'d by both the kinetic energy and potential energy. 
Case IV 
Th<' oth<'r example is shown in Figures 13, in which the T --+ a+ --+ 
a- transition is occurred, Two intramolecular rearrangemcnts occur 
continually. The motions of C 2 and C4which are contributed to the 
form<'r intramolC'cular transitions to the excitation of the motions of C 1, 
C 3 and C4which contributes to the later rearrang<'ment. Then, most 
of the kinetic enC'rgy is transformed to that of C 2. Finally, the extra 
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Figure 11. One of the typical examples is plotted during th<' in-
tramolecular rearrangements (Case Il): (a) the time evolution of tlw 








































Figure 11. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rcarrangemrnts (Case II): the time evolution of (b) each 
kinetic energy trrm (TOP) for total (solid line), rotate (dashed line), 
translate ( da..c:;h-dot line) and dihedral vibrational energy (dotted line); 
(c) the kinetic energy of each CHn group (BOTTOM) for C 1 (solid 
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Figure 11. One of the typical examples (Case II): (d) each intermolec-
ular potential energy term (TOP) for C 1 (solid line), C 2 (dashed line), 
C3 (dash-dot line) and C4 (dotted line); (e) each potential energy term 
of n-butane molecule as a function of the dihedral angle (BOTTOM), 
for total (solid line), intramolecular (dashed line), intermolecular-attractive 
(dash-dot line) and intermolecular repulsive potential energy (dotted 
line) within LOps. 
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F igure 12. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rcarrangements (Case Ill): (a) the time evolution of the 
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Figure 12. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rcarrangemcnts (Cru,e III): the time evolution of (b) each 
kinetic energy term (TOP) for total (solid line), rotate (dashed line), 
translate (dash-dot line) and dihedral vibrational energy ( dottrd line); 
(c) the kinetic energy of each CHn group (BOTTOM) for C 1 (solid 
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Figure 12. One of the typical examples (Case Ill): (d ) each inter-
molecular pot<'ntial energy term (TOP) for C 1 (solid line), C 2 (dashed 
line), C3 (dash-dot line) and C'1 (dotted line); (e) each potential energy 
term of n-butane molecule as a function of the dihedral angle (BOT-
TOM), for total (solid line) , intramolecular (dashed line), intermolecular-
attractive (dash-dot line) and intermolecular repulsive potential energy 
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Figure 13. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rcarrangements (Case IV): (a) the time evolution of the 
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Figure 13. On<> of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tnunolecular rcarrangcnH'nts (Case IV): the time evolution of (b) each 
kinetic energy tC'rm (TOP) for total (solid line), rotate (dashed line), 
tnmslat.e (dash-dot line) and dihedral vibrational energy (dotted line); 
(c) t.he kinetic <'ncrgy of <'ach CHn group (BOTTOM) for C 1 (solid 
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Figure 13. One of the typical examples (Case IV): (d ) each inter-
molecular potential energy term (TOP) for C 1 (solid line), C 2 (dashed 
line), C 3 (dash-dot line) and C 4 (dotted line); (e) each potential energy 
term of n-butane molecule as a function of the dihedral angle (BOT-
TOM), for total (solid line), intramolecular (dashed line), intermolecular-
attractive (dash-dot line) and intermolecular repulsive potential energy 
(dotted line) within l.Ops. 
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Case V 
The last example is g1ven m Figure 14, in which the T --+ G- --+ 
T --+ G+ transition occurs. As seen from Figure 14d, before the first 
transition (T --+ G-), strong repulsive force is exerted from some of 
Xe molecule affects on C 1• This rearrangement is caused by both the 
kinetic energy and potential energy. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Torsional motions for n-butane have been analyzed by MD simulations. 
Various kinds of the transition patterns involving solvent motions are 
observed. The motion of each CHn group is not independent of each 
other. 
From the results of RDF between n-butane and solvent molecules 
and velocity autocorrelation function of solvent molecules, there is no 
significant difference between different dihedral potential models in the 
short range structures. However, these results show the time aver-
aged structure. During the intramolecular rearrangement, some solvent 
molecules may be closed instantaneously to the solute molecule. 
In the liquid state, the profile of the total intramolecular poten-
tial energy of n-butane is altered by the solvent induced contribution. 
In one case of intramolecular rearrangement, the intermolecular inter-
action led solute molecule to be less stable conformation. Therefore, 
the height of potential barrier is lowered by relaxation of the surround-
ing solvents. This effect caused dominantly to a facile rearrangement. 
In another case, the torsional kinetic energy of dihedral angle is caused 
dominantly to the rearrangement. 
From the results of energy analysis, the surplus energy caused by 
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Figure 14. One of the typical examples is plotted during the in-
tramolecular rearrangements (Case V): (a) the time evolution of the 
dihedral angle of n-butane for 5.0ps (2,500steps) 
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energy of solvent molecule and the energy of solute molecule except the 
torsional kinetic term of dihedral angle. 
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CHAPTER IV 
AQUEOUS SOLUTION OF ETHYLENE 
GLYCOL 
Molecular dynamics simulations have been performed for ethylene gly-
col ( ethane-1 ,2-diol, EG) in water. Each EG molecule consists of six 
sites interacting through LJ and coulomb potentia.ls together with three 
dihedral angle potentials. A comparison of EG molecules in water aud 
in Xe shows that EG molecules in the Xe solvent tend to fold unlike 
those in water. In order to investigate how the intramolecular interac-
tion affects intermolecular hydrogen bonds, some rigid-EG mod<'ls are 
also examined. 
MODEL AND MD SIMULATIONS 
Ethylene glycol (EG) is a fairly flexible molecule in which both intra-
and inter-molecular interactions should be taken into account. One 
carbon atom and two hydrogen atoms directly bonded to the carbon 
atom, namely, a methylene group, is treated as a single 'united ' atom. 
The total ma.c;s and the interaction site is thereby placed on the car-
bon atom. The simulations using the full atomic model are found to 
be more accurate such as the distribution of the dihedral angle, than 
those using the united-atom model (Ryckaert, 1985). Recently, the use 
of an anisotropic united atom model, whose structural parameters arc 
improved and arc in good correspondence with the experimentally ob-
served values such as the self-diffusion coefficient, was advocated (van 
Gunsteren, 1980; Toxvaerd, 1990). These models may be too com-
plicated for studying the role of the torsional motions and structural 
properties of EG solutions in which electrostatic interactions domi-
nate. Moreover, it is known that use of this simple type of model gives 
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reasonable static and dynamic properties in the liquid state. There-
fore, we adopt a simpler united-atom mo<i<'l. The present EG molecul<> 
model has six interaction sites and three dihedral angles with fixed bond 
lengths and bond angles; neither bond stretching nor bending vibra-
tions arc taken into consideration. In general, the bending frequencies 
are different from the torsional frequencies of flexible molecules and 
therefore do not couple with the torsional motions. The constraints on 
the bond angles, however, may change somewhat the flexibility of the 
chain molecule (Toxvacrd, 1987). This is in contrast to keeping the 
bond lengths of the chain molecule constraint, which has a negligible 
effect. It is not practical to take into account this high-frequency vi-
bration in the framework of classical mechanics. Therefore, we used 
the simpler fixed-bond-angle model. The bond angles arc realized by 
next-near<'st-n<'ighbor constraints. Standard values arc adopted for the 
fixed bond l<'ngths (Bow<'n and Sutton, 1958): C-C = 1.54A, C-0 = 
1.43A and 0 -H = 0.97A. The bonds are assumed to be fixed in a tetra-
hedral geometry: L C-0-H = L C-C-0 = 109.5°. The rrunimal-energy 
conformers of the EG molecule in the gas phase are calculated by the 
MO method (van Alsenoy et al., 1984). However, in the pure liquid 
and in solution, it is not easy to estimate directly the intramolecular 
structure of <'ach EG. 
The intramolecular interaction potential is defined by two contri-
butions: a torsional potC'ntial term and the long-range LJ and coulomb 
terms. This type of interaction acts on pairs of groups of atoms in the 
same molecule which are separated by more than three bonds. Since no 
reliable torsional potential function of EG is availabl<:>, we performed 
ab initio MO single-point calculations with the 4-31G basis set for 100 
conformations of EG. The torsional potential energy of each confor-
mation is giv<'n by the sum of various contributions: dipole-dipole in-
teractions, conjugated effects, non-bonded interactions, intramolecular 
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OH-0 hydrogen-bonded interactions, and so on. Since the int.nuuolec-
ula.r conformation of EG is defin<'d by three dihedral angles, f3t, l'\' and 
fJ?., (the values of the LH-0-C-C-, L-0 -C-C-0 - and L-C-C-0 H angles 
are respectively, -180° < {3~, a, fJ2 ~ + 180°; all the trans conforma-
tion have the same angle, 0°), we assumed that t.he torsional potc·ntial 
energy is given by a function of t.h<'sc dihedral angles. The torsional 
potential may be divided into two contributions: th<' non-bonded inter-
actions due to the fractional charge and the pur<'ly torsional potential 
when there is no electrostatic interaction. Therdorc, using t.hc electro-
static charges on H, 0 and C as parameters, we fitted the MO results 
to the following function of Fourier series, 
5 5 5 
V= L Vpn cos" f3t + L VCkn cosn 0' + L Vpn cosn #2 + L ~(q,q)r,1 ), 
n=O n=O n=O 1 J>• (1) 
where qi is the charge on site i and Tij is the distance between sites 
i and j which depends directly on these three dihedral angles. The 
standard deviation is 3. 62 kJ mol 1• The parameters in eqn ( 1) are 
given in Table 1. The potential C'nergies from MO calculations and our 
parameters arc also listed in Table 2 and the potential curves cU'e shown 
in Figure 1. Because of the three internal degre<'s of freedom around one 
C-C and two C-0 bonds, there must be many stable torsional isomers 
of EG: the gau('heC-) , trans, gauche(+) conformations around C-C, and 
the gauche(-), eclipsecf.-), trans, eclipseJ+), gauche(+) conformations 
around 0-C. These correspond to the three and five rrunima of the 
torsional potential, respectively. 
The intermolecular site-site potential is described by the Lcnnard-
Joncs (LJ) 12-6 interaction potential and coulomb-coulomb interaction 
potential, 
(2) 
where the charge qi on the site i is determined in the fitting of the 
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Table 1. Electrostatic charges on individual interaction sites and 
interaction parameters for intramolecular torsional potential functions 
of EG. Units of q is electron, of Vxi's arc kJ/mol. 
group H 0 
q +0.523 - 0.587 +0.064 
X 
a (-0-C C 0) - 1.026 19.466 +14.370 +89.701 - 9.605 -73.974 
f3 (H 0 CC) +9.269 +2.341 - 19.157 +60.418 +21.824 -74.695 
Table 2. Total energies (EMo, in hartrec), relative energies (6. EMo, 
in kJ mol- 1), relative energies using our parameters (6. Efit, in kJ 
mol- 1) for 8 important conformers of the EG molecule; standard 
deviation of all 100 conformations is 3.62 kJ mol-1• 
conformation EMo 6. EMo 6. Efit 
trans gauche±-gauche=F 228.9215504 0.000 0.000 
eclipserf±-gauche±-gauche± 228.9196660 4.947 2.031 
gauchc±-gauche±-gauche=F 228.9194512 5.511 12.293 
tra ns- trans- tm ns 228.9184191 8.221 8.754 
trans-trans-gauche+ 228.9179094 9.559 13.694 
gauche±-trans- gauche=F 228.9169470 12.086 11.004 
tran.<;-gauche±-gauche± 228.9144598 18.616 21.281 
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Figure 1. Torsional potential energy around -C-C- (solid line) and 
-0-C- (dashed line) bonds of Ethylene Glycol 
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intramolecular interaction and r 13 is the distance between sites i and j 
in different molecules. In order to truncate the interaction smoothly at 
9A, the intermolecular site-site potential is multiplied by a switching-
function (Ohminc et al.,1988). Standard values of the optimized po-
tentials for liquid simulations (OPLS) (Jorgensen, 1986) are used for 
the size parameter a and the energy parameter E for EG. The water 
molecules arc modelled by the TIP4P potential function (Jorgensen 
et al., 1983), which is well known to reproduce both the static and 
dynamic properties of pure water. For all unlike site-site pairs, we 
adopted the Lorcntz-Berthclot (LB) combination rule. 
In the present MD simulation, the temperatures are set to (a) 298.15, 
(b) 278.15, (c) 253.15 and (d) 233.15K, and the densities pare set to 
experimentally observed values for aqueous solutions of EG (Hout et 
al., 1988; Douhcrct et al., 1991) and pure water (Franks, 1982) by 
applying an interpolation method. 
One of the interesting features of flexible molecules is confor-
mational cquilibria. To examine this, an EG-water mixture has been 
adopted (system A), a 25 mol% aqueous solution which contains 54 
EG molecules and 162 water molecules. 
Newton's equations of motion are solved by the ordinary Verlet 
method (e.g., Allcn and Tildesley, 1987) and the constraints of bond an-
gles and lengths arc handled by the iterative algorithm 'Shake' (Ryck-
acrt et al., 1977). A time step ~t for the integration of the equations 
of motion is 2.00 x 10-15 sec. At the initial stage of the MD simula-
tion, the centers of mass of the molecule are placed on an fee crystal 
lattice as an initial configuration. Initially, all the EG molecules have 
t1'ans-tran.crtmns ( t-t-t) conformations (f3t = Q = !32 = 0°) and the 
oricntations of the EG and water molecules are random. The systems 
correspond loan NEV-enscmble in the MD simulation. The molecules 
are confined to a cube imposing a periodic boundary condition and the 
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cubic minimum image convention. The length of cell box is 21.38A at 
298.15K and 21.84A at 233.15K. An initial 100 ps of simulation is used 
for the relaxation of the unrealistic initial conditions to achieve both 
the structural and conformational equilibria of internal dihedral an-
gles. The MD simulation is extended up to 1 ,000,000"' 1,500,000 time 
steps (2000"'3000ps) in order to calculate thermodynamic properties 
accurately. This simulation time proves to be long enough to obtain a 
reliable distribution of dihedral angles. A CPU time of about two weeks 
by an HP9000-730 workstation is required for one MD simulation. 
The conformational equilibria depend on the nature of the in-
termolecular interactions of both solvents and EG molecules. The EG 
molecule can be hydrogen bonded with water. This causes large shifts 
in the dihedral angle distributions. In order to compare the distribu-
tion in water and to examine the solvent effect, a similar MD simulation 
is also carried out where the solvent species is Xe (a = 4.1A; E/k = 
216.9K). This solvent molecule is much simpler and does not take part 
in any intermolecular hydrogen bonding; this system is system B, a 25 
mol% Xe solution of EG which contains 54 EG molecules and 162 Xe 
molecules. 
In addition, rigid-EG models are also examined under the same 
conditions as system A in order to understand how internal degrees of 
freedom affect the equilibrium properties. We adopted five rigid-EG 
models: ci.crcis-cis (c-c-c), tran.crgauche±-gauche"T ( t-r/-rf), 
tmns-gauche±-trans ( t-r/-t), eclipsecf±-gauche±-gauche"T ( e±-g±-g"T) and 
tmns-tran.crtrans (t-t-t) conformations. All of these conformations ex-
cept c-c-c are stable in the gaseous state of EG. In particular, an in-
tramolecular hydrogen bond is expected to be formed in the e±-g±-g"T 
and t-rf-g"T conformations of EG. The trajectories of individual rigid 
molecules are obtained by solving the Newton-Eulars equations of mo-
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tion numerically. 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The temperatures and the potential energies calculated from MD sim-
ulations are given in Table 3. Standard deviations are also given in 
parentheses in this table. The deviations are calculated by dividing 
the whole simulation run into several blocks comprising 10000 con-
secutive steps (20.0ps). We will pay attention to the intramolecular 
conformation of EG which is defined by the dihedral angles. The trans 
conformation is defined by the range of - 36.0° < () < +36.0°, the 
eclipsed conformation by the ranges - 108.0° < () ~ - 36.0° and +36.0° 
~ () < + 108.0°, and the gauche conformation by the ranges -180.0° 
< () ~ - 108.0° and +108.0° ~ () ~ +180.0° (() = /3r, a and !32)· 
xlronl l xec/ipiCd and xgouche stand for the populations of the trans, 
eclipsecf±) and gauche(±) conformations. The most stretched confor-
mation of EG is t-t-t. 
Distribution of the Dihedral Angles 
The dihedral angle distributions (DAD) for systems A and Bare given 
in Table 4. As is expected from the intermolecular interactions, the 
distribution of the dihedral angle {3 (H-0-C-C-) is wide. Since the mo-
tions of the two HO groups in each EG molecule are correlated through 
intramolecular interactions, the distribution of angle j3 has a tendency 
to take either positive or negative values for a long time. We give only 
the distribution for a positive j3 (H-0-C-C-) value after symmetrizing 
the obtained distributions. In the aqueous solution, the eclipsed and 
gauche conformations are dominant. The distributions of the popula-
tion of the dihedral angle a ( -0-C-C-0-) show that most EG molecules 
take the gauche conformation in both aqueous and Xe solutions. The 
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Table 3. Thermodynamic properties for mixtures of EG and solvent. 
The temperature is in Kelvin. The unit of energy is kJ /mol. 
Standard deviations are also given in the parentheses of this table. 
The deviations are calculated by dividing whole simulation run into 
several blocks comprising 10000 consecutive steps (20.0ps). 
System Init. Average Total EG Water 
(EG: water) Temp. Temp. Energy Energy Energy 
a) 298.15 304.60 - 7792.96 - 51.08 42.48 (3.43) ( 49.64) (3.32) (0.91) 
System A b) 278.15 281.76 - 8307.26 - 52.44 44.34 ( 4.87) ( 48.62) (3.01) (1.02) 
(54 : 162) c) 253.15 249.96 - 9007.68 - 55.03 46.61 (3.42) (27.63) (2.26) (0. 78) 
d) 233.15 237.08 - 9110.48 - 54.11 47.08 ( 4.00) (19.78) (1.69) (0.54) 
System I nit. Average Total EG Xe 
(EG: Xe) Temp. Temp. Energy Energy Energy 
a) 298.15 301.84 - 2847.91 - 48.70 8.88 (3.76) (1.54) (0. 76) (0.16) 
System B b) 278.15 282.04 - 3020.74 - 50.38 - 8.89 ( 4.13) (1.39) (0.79) (0.15) 
(54 : 162) c) 253.15 248.53 - 3198.93 50.24 9.20 (2.87) (0.66) (0.63) (0.16) 
d) 233.15 236.89 - 3344.53 - 51.90 9.25 (2.96) (0.73) (0.72) (0. 14) 
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Table 4. Distributions of the dihedral angles f3 (H-O C-C-) and a 
(-0-C-C 0-) for both EG-water (system A) and EG-Xe (system B). 
xlr&111 ' X"'''"J and x•nchc (XIr4111 + X"'''"J + x•nchc = 100(%)) are 
the populat.ional ratios of trans, eclipsecf..±) and 
gauche(±) conformations of EG molecules. The unit is percent (%). 
(3 (H-0-C-C-) a (-0-C-C-0-) 
EG-water xtran• /3 










a 6.24 52.58 41.18 2.09 0.86 97.05 
h 4.55 58.33 37.12 3.52 0.87 95.61 
c 3.97 59.80 36.23 8.19 0.58 91.23 
d 3.97 56.13 39.90 7.09 0.31 92.60 
EG-Xe xtr&nl 
.. /3 X"''' .. ~~ J /3 x•••che ..r /3 xtr&nl ..r a x·cl·, .. d a x•uchc ..r a 
a 7.37 43.39 49.24 0.44 0.63 98.93 
b 11.10 41.60 47.30 0.00 0.24 99.76 
c 9.91 44.24 45.85 0.00 0.16 99.84 
d 8.54 47.37 44.09 0.00 0.42 99.58 
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temperature dependence is not as distinct. A comparison of the Xe 
solvent environment (system B) with the aqueous media (system A) 
shows that there is a very small population of the tram; conformation 
(X:_;••") in the Xe ~olution. The predominant peak in the intramolecular 
0-0 distance for gaseous EG, which has been obsc'rvcd using d<'ctron 
diffraction studies (Bastians<'n, 1949), corresponds to the gaurhe form 
with no indication of the 0-0 distance of the trans conformation. Our 
results for EG in Xe solvent show the same tend<'ncy as <'Xp<'rimcuta.l 
results in the gaseous state (Buckley and Gigucr<', 1967). How<'V<'r, 
there is also a small population of the trans conformation in tlw aque-
ous solution, due partly to hydrogen bonding with wat<'r. Thes<' r<'stdts 
agree qualitatively with those from recent computer studies (Nagy f't 
al., 1991; Hooft et al., 1992). 
In both systems, we observe that the difference in intramolecular 
structure is not very large at the different temperatures and d0-nsit.ies 
studied. Therefore, the typical cases at (a) 298.15K and (d) 233.15K 
are shown here. 
When both of the two dihedral angles, a and (3, arc of t.he gaurhf' 
type, the remaining angle f3 has a preference for the trans or f'rlips,d 
conformation rather than gauche or cis , (when the angle for the cis 
conformation is exactly 180°). In order to examine the correlations 
between the dihedral angles of EG in solution, we choose ten configu-
rations generated from MD simulations, each of which is separated by 
2 ps. Marks arc plotted in the figure for the pairs of dih<'dral angles 
((31, /32) of each EG molecule. The procedure is repeated for ten con-
figurations and we obtain Figures 2a and 2b for the aqueous solution 
(system A) and the Xe solution (system B), respectively. In addition, 
the contour map of the torsional potential energy hypersurface for an-
gle a fixed to the gaurhe conformation is superimposed in Figures 2. 
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Figure 2a. Probability distribution for the correlation between the 
two two H-0 -C-C- angles ({31, !32) of EG in aqueous solution with an 
initial temperature of 298.15K. In addition, the contour map of 
int.ramolecnlar pot<'ntial energy (per 5kJ /mol) when -0 -C-C-0-
dihedral angle is gauche conformation is superimposed. The x-g- -y 
conformation is transformed to the x- -g-y-. The contour map of the 
torsional potential <'ncrgy hypersurface for angle a fixed to the gauche 
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Figure 2b. Probability distribution for the correlation lH'tW<'<'n the 
two two H-0-C-C- angles ({31, !32) of EG in Xe solution wit.h an initial 
temperature of 298.15K. In addition, the contour map of 
intramolecular potential energy (per 5kJ /mol) when -0 -C-C-0-
dihedral angle is gauche conformation is superimposed. The x-rr -y 
conformation is transformed to the x- -g-y-. The contour map of the 
torsional potential cn<'rgy hypersurface for angle a fix<'d to the gauche 
conformation is superimposed. 
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the minima of the potential surface map. As seen from these figures, 
the most dominant conformation in bot.h systems is e±-g±-g=Fwhich 
provides direct evidence for the formation of intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds in EG. In contrast to system A (EG-water), there is a small 
population of the trans conformation (X;;•n•) in the Xe solution. This 
means that the EG molecul<' in the Xe solvent has a tendency to be-
come 'folded' or more compact than in water. This compact form of 
EG indicates that there exists an internal hydrogen bond, because here 
the EG molecule's cannot form any hydrogen bonds with the solvent. 
Radial Distribution Functions 
Since the calculated temperatures in both systems are only slightly 
diff<'rent, the difference in the radial distribution functions (RDF) due 
to the temperature differ<'nce is expected to be small. When they are 
compared, no correction is made to the RDFs. 
The water-water RDFs for system A and pure water at the same 
tcmp<'rature as system A arc shown in Figures 3. A comparison with 
pure TIP4P wat<'r (Jorg<'ns<'n et al., 1983) at almost the same tem-
perature, as calculated from a 40 ps simulation, reveals no difference 
in th<' RDFs. The peak and minimum positions do not change with 
tcmp<'rature. However, the peaks of all RDFs for system A are en-
hanced. This upward shift, indicating large concentration fluctuations 
in water, was also seen in mcthanol-wat<'r mixtures (Tanaka and Gub-
bins, 1992). The crnters-of-rnass of EG molecules (EG(G)-EG(G)) for 
the aqueous solution (systrm A) and the Xe solution (system B) are 
shown in Figurr 4. As far as the first peak is concerned, the EG-EG 
RDF in system n (Xe solv<'nt) is higher than that in system A. Its first 
maximum apprcu·s at 4.9"'5.0 A, which reveals a closer contact of the 
EG molccul<'s in X<' than in aqueous solution. The first peak height is 
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Figure 3a. \Vater-watcr RDFs in an aqueous solution of EG 
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Figure 3c. Water-water RDFs in an aqueous solution of EG 
(system A) at (d) 233.15K 
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Figure 4. The centers of mass for EG radial distribution functions 
in an aqueous solution of EG (system A) and in an Xc solution of EG 
(system B) at (a) 298.15K 
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solution. Therefore, it is expected that there exist many EG-dimers 
in the Xe soht hon (system B). EG molecules poss<'ss a high degrC'<' of 
self-association; however, it IS not easy to say whether there are EG 
trimers or highly associated EG species in the Xe solution. The reason 
for this is that it is difficult to determine the size distribution of the 
cluster of EG moleculrs owing to the small size of the simulation cell. 
This distribution has not been evaluated. 
Intramolecular flydrogf'n Bonds 
An EG molecule has the ability to form hydrogen bonds with water 
and with other EG molecul<'s. In addition, there exists an intramolec-
ular hydrogen bonding interaction with othC'r EG molecules. Previous 
investigations (Podo et al., 1974) have suggested that the gauche con-
formation with intramolecular hydrogen bonding is very important. 
Since each EG molecule has two HO groups, can be expected to form 
single or double intramolecular hydrogen bonds. An EG molecule dou-
bly connected by intramolecular hydrogen bonds should have either the 
.r/--g=F -rr or e±-c=F -c± conformation. These conformations have a pair 
of anti-parallel vectors for each HO group. This is indeed observed 
in IR measurements (Krueger and Mettee, 1965). T he formation of 
a single intramolecular hydrogen bond requires that the two vectors 
of the HO group of an EG molecule have the same direction, i.e an 
c±-g±-!f or t-g±-g=F conformation. The direction is dctermined by the 
inner products of these two IIO vectors. The intramolecular interaction 
energi<'S, which are the :mms of the contributions from the H-H, H-0, 
0-H and 0-0 pairs excluding the normal torsional potential terms, 
fall into two groups depended on those directions. These contributions 
calculat<>d from MD simulations arc shown in Figures 5a and 5b. 
The hydrogen-bond energy is assumed to be 10 kJfmol for both 
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Figure 5. Distributions of individual EG potential energy in 
aqueous solution (Sa) TOP) and Xc solution (5b) BOTTOM) for 
HO- vectors with the same and opposite directions. 
The system has 54 EG molecules; (a) T=298.15K and (d) 233.15K; 
energies are in kJ /mol. 
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hydrogen bonds, the bond angles of the EG molecule are twisted and far 
from the most favorable angles so that the intramolecular interaction 
energy is of the same order of magnitude as for the single hydrogen 
bonds. 
The average populations of single and double intermolecular hy-
drogen bonds, the average lifetime of the hydrogen bonds and the av-
eragc numbers of intramolecular hydrogen bonds occurring during 1 ps 
arc given in Table 5. The lifetime of a hydrogen bond is defined as 
the duration of its existence until breakage. The s(H B) and d(H B) 
arc the fraction of the EG population which have single and double 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds, respectively. 
As seen in Figures 5a and 5b (when two vectors of an HO group 
have the same direction), there are two peaks: a broad peak around 
18 kJfmol and a sharp peak around +10 kJ/mol. The former indi-
catcs a single intramolecular hydrogen bond. It is found from a corn-
parison of systems A (aqueous) and B (solvent Xe) that the latter peak 
is due to the tmns conformation of the dihedral angle a (-0-C-C-0-). 
This is because there is indeed only a small population of the trans con-
format ion (X:;""') in the Xe solvent (system B). As seen in these figures, 
the ~mall broad peak around 18 kJ /mol is assigned to the formation 
of double intramolecular hydrogen bonds. There is a small popula-
tion of doubly intramolecular hydrogen-bonded EG molecules, which 
compares ra. 4"'"' 9 % of the EG molecules in the both systems. 
The existence of intramolecular hydrogen-bonding interactions 
does not necessarily imply the presence of constraints on the HO groups 
in each EG molecule. The time autocorrelation functions of H-0- and 
-0-C- bond vectors in EG for both systems A and B exhibit nearly 
exponential decay. The relaxation times ( 7}10 and roe) of these vectors 
are given in Table 6. The values for system B (solvent Xe) show much 
shorter relaxation times than those for system A (aqueous solution). 
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Table 5. Results for int.rrunolecular hydrogen bonds in systems, A 
and B (EG:solution = 54:162); average population of single and 
double intramolecular hydrogen bonds in EG, average lifetime, and 
average number of intramolecular hydrogen bonds formed during 1 
picoseconds. 
A) EG-watcr s(HB) d(HB) Lifetime Num (per lps) 
a 52.06 5.62 0.12 211.90 
b 44.65 5.19 0.13 207.13 
c 40.16 6.14 0.13 160.58 
d 50.53 6.50 0.16 156.90 
B) EG-Xc s(HB) d(HB) Lifetime Num (per lps) 
a 71.17 9.33 0.32 125.33 
b 76.27 4.67 0.37 110.73 
c 75.92 5.17 0.36 106.20 
d 72.20 5.10 0.35 116.55 
Table 6. Relaxation time of the HO vector (ruo) and the OC vector 
(roe) of EG in EG-water (system A) and EG-Xe (system ll). The 
unit is picoscconds. 
Relaxation T ime 
System A System B 
ruo roe rno roe 
a 15.90 15.85 13.82 11.48 
b 20.36 21.19 15.82 11.22 
c 29.19 31.76 18.29 13.52 
d 30.87 30.31 21.61 16.62 
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We define the time-dependent autocorrelation function of in-
tramolecular hydrogen bonds (Rapaport, 1983) as 
C(t) = (l: si(t +to)· si(to))/(L::S~(to)) (3) 
. . 
I I 
where the value of si(t) is unity if an intramolecular hydrogen bond 
exists for the ith EG molecule and is zero if the bond is absent at 
t.ime t. Since the C( t)s show nearly exponential decay, the relaxation 
time constants, Tflb, which represent the longer term rearrangemcnts of 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds are obtained by the same method as 
the rotational relaxation time constants and are listed in Table 7. 
This relaxation time is different from the hydrogen-bond life-
time discussed abovr; a hydrogen bond which is once broken and 
later reforms contributes to the correlation function, C( t) ( enq (3)). 
Clearly, the existencr of a coulomb interaction between EG and solvent 
molecules causes a shift in hydrogen-bond lifetime. The autocorrela-
tion functions in system B (solvent Xe) show longer correlation times 
than those in systrm A (aqueous solution). This means that an EG 
molecule in aqueous solution is associated strongly both with water 
and with other EGs by intermolecular hydrogen bonds. 
The dynamics of intramolecular hydrogen bonding over a short 
t.ime range (0.1 ps) can be seen in Figures 6a and 6b. Both figures 
illustrate two probability distributions, the lifetime distribution and 
the interval time distribution of intramolecular hydrogen-bonded EG. 
The lifetime of a hydrogen bond is defined as the continuous time 
until the first breakage of that hydrogen bond, while the interval time 
of a hydrogen bond is the time until the first formation of hydrogen 
bond. In other words, these probability densities show how long an 
intramolecular hydrogen bond rema.ined in continuous existence. In 
terms of queueing theory (e.g., Saaty, 1961), the short time range of the 
interval-time distributions in both system A and B is almost the same 
as 2-Erlang's distribution, which is the same as the gamma function. 
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Table 7. Relaxation time constant (rhb) of the autocorrelation 
function for intramolecular hydrogen bonds C(t) in EG-wat<'r (system 
A) and EG-Xe (system B). The unit is picoseconds. 
Relaxation Time 
System A Syst<'m B 
a 2.80 7.10 
b 3.00 13.32 
c 3.62 9.10 
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Figure 6. Time distribution of intramolecular hydrogen bonds in 
EG for the existence of hydrogen bonds (on: solid line); for the 
non-existence of hydrogen bonds (off: dashed line). The system has 
54 EG molecules and 162 water molecules; T=298.15K. 6a) TOP: 
system A-a (in aqueous solution), 6b) BOTTOM: system B-a (in Xe 
solution). 
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This means that formation of hydrogen bonds over a short time period 
occurs nearly at random. 
The averaged lifetime is ea. 0.13 ps in aqueous solution (system 
A) and> 0.3 ps in Xe solution (system B). Comparison of the aqueous 
solution with the Xe solution, in spite of the different lifetimes, indi-
cates that there is only a small difference in these distributions. That 
is, the short-time behaviors of the intramolecular hydrogen bonds is 
almost the same in each system. In the lifetime distributions, the peak 
positions for the Xe solution shift to slightly longer times than those 
for the aqueous solution. This is due partly to the slow rotational re-
laxation of HO groups in Xe solution. The interval-time distributions 
are almost the same in both systems. 
Intermolecular Hydrogen Bonds 
Hydrogen bonds between EG and water molecules are formed in com-
petition with intramolecular hydrogen bonds within EG molecules. In 
order to understand how the internal degrees of freedom affect vari-
ous properties, different EG models, which are all rigid rotors, are also 
examined under the same conditions as system A. We adopted five 
rigid-EG models: the c-c-c, t-g±-g:r-, e±-g±-g:r-, t-r/-t and t-t-t confor-
mations. The t-g±-g:r- and e±-g±-g:r- conformations may be important 
components in the conformational equilibria of EG since an intramolec-
ular hydrogen bond is expected to be formed in both conformations. 
From our results, the e±-g±-g:r- conformation corresponds to the domi-
nant conformation of flexible EG in both water and Xe solvents. The 
parameters of intermolecular interaction for these rigid models are the 
same as those used in our flexible-EG model. 
The distributions of the potential energy of individual EG molecules 
are shown in Figure 7 for an initial temperature of (a) 298.15K. The 
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Figure 7. Distribution of the binding energies of EG in an aqueous 
solution for the following models: flexible (solid lin<' ), c-c-c ( ccc; 
dashed line), e± -r/ -g=r- (egg'; dash-dotted line), t-r -g=r- ( tgg'; dotted 
linr), t-r/-t (tgt ; double-dashed line), t-t-t (ttt ; triple-dashed line). 
The t;yst<'m has 54 EG molecules and 162 water molecules; 7a) TOP: 
T=298.15K (system A-a), 7b) BOTTOM: T=233.15K (system A-d). 
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vidual EG and water molecules arc listed in Table 8. From these r<'sults 
of the potential energy for water molecules, the pair intC'radion energy 
distributions for water-water and the water-water RDF (not ~hown), 
we see that there is no significant difference between the strudur<'s of 
water in the flexible model and in the five rigid modds. 
The pair interaction energy distributions for EG wat<•r in each 
system are illustrated in Figure 8. In both flexible and rigid modds, 
we observe a similar tendency at different temperatures and dcnsitirs, 
so only the results from an initial temperature of (a) 298.15K. In the 
case of c-c-c model, thrre is a small peak around 60 k.J /mol, which 
is quite different from any other model. As seen in t.his figur<', thr 
results for the flexible model are rather similar to those for t.hc rigid 
e±-g±--g-:r- or t-g±-g=r- models. 
Integration of these curves up to the threshold value gives the 
estimated number of EG hydrogen bonds. The threshold valur for t hr 
hydrogen-bond energy is assumed to be either 12 or -14 k.J/mol. The 
average numbers of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between EG and 
water molecules for each model are given in Table 9. These values 
increase in the order c-c-c, flexible, e±-g±--g=r-, t-r/-g=Fand t-t-t. As seen 
from the energy contour map and also from our results for the dihrdral 
angle distributions, the c-c-c conformation is hardly observed. The 
average number for the flexible model is smaller than for any other 
reasonable rigid mod<'L This is, of course, caused by the presrnce of 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. 
The diffusion coefficient (D) and rotational relaxation time ( rs) 
of water molecules for all models are calculated from the results of MD 
simulations and are listed in Table 10. These show that at 298.15K (a) 
and 278.15K (b) the diffusion coefficients of water molecules for the 
flexible EG model arc larger than those for the rigid EG models. In 
contrast, at 253.15K (c) and 233.15K (d), the diffusion coefficients for 
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Table 8. Average potential energies of EG and water molecules for 
both the flexible-EG model and rigid EG models in EG-water (system 
A); standard deviations of the potential energy of individual 
molecules are given in parentheses. Energies are given in kJ /mol. 
EG 
Flexible c-c-c e±-g±-g=r- t-rf-g=F t-g±-t t-t-t 
a - 52.52 - 31.41 41.18 39.67 56.26 -44.80 
(27.17) (13.05) (19.06) (16.68) (30.25) (21.60) 
b -52.51 30.89 37.96 34.71 58.28 -45.84 
(26.91) (12.96) (20.53) (17.86) (29.16) (22.24) 
c - 57.63 32.59 - 34.69 - 37.47 - 57.26 - 42.65 
(33.10) (15.81) (16.45) (20.31) (29.90) (19.24) 
d - 49.73 30.22 - 35.78 - 37.10 - 49.27 - 38.60 
(23.90) (13.69) (15.39) (19.52) (23.03) (23.24) 
\Vater 
Flexible c-c-c e±-g±-g=f t-g±-g=r- t-g±-t t-t-t 
a -54.77 53.24 54.08 53.38 - 50.17 - 50.03 
(20.23) (19.90) (19.04) (18.51) (19.58) (18.45) 
b - 57.05 55.20 54.70 54.09 52.00 -52.08 
(20.36) (19.87) (18.56) (17.67) (18.83) (18.53) 
c -60.69 56.04 55.31 56.90 54.70 - 53.97 
(20.36) (18.27) (18.52) (18.62) (18.18) (16.98) 
d 61.55 58.08 56.87 57.60 54.92 - 53.60 
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Figure 8. Distribution of the pair interaction potential energies 
between EG and water in an aqueous solution for the following 
models: flexible (solid line), c-c-c ( ccc; dashed line), r-± -r -g=r- (egg'; 
dash-dotted line), t-g±-g=r- (tgg': dotted line), t-r-t (tgt; 
double-dashed line), t-t-1 (ttt; triple-dashed linr). The system has 54 
EG mol<>culcs and 162 watc•r molecules; Sa) TOP: T=298.15K 
(syst<>rn A-a), 8b) BOTTOM: T=233.15K (system A-d). 
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Table 9. Average number of intermolecular hydrogen bonds between Table 10. Diffusion coefficient (D) and rotational relaxation time 
EG and water molecules for both the flexible model and rigid models ( T8 ) of water molecules for the flexible model and rigid-EG modcls in 
in system A. The hydrogen-bonding energy is assumed to be - 12 or system A. The unit for D is x 109 m2 fs and for T 8 is piros<'ronds. 
14 kJ/mol. 
Diffusion Coefficient 
-12.0kJ/mol Flexible c-c-c r:±-g±-g"T t-g±-g"T t-ff-t t-t-t 
Flexible c-c-c e±-g±-g"T t-g±-g"T t-g±-t t-t-t a 1.50 1.46 0.99 0.97 0.56 0.66 
a 2.51 2.33 2.56 2.75 3.54 3.28 b 0.84 0.67 0.60 0.37 0.36 0.36 
b 2.67 2.38 2.73 2.95 3.44 3.36 c 0.20 0.48 0.30 0.42 0.09 0.15 
c 2.72 2.44 2.91 3.03 3.47 3.33 d 0.15 0.31 0.27 0.14 0.02 0.14 
d 2.77 2.44 2.81 2.94 3.59 3.57 Rotational Relaxation Time 
- 14.0kJfmol Flexible c-c-c e±-g±-g"T t-rf-g"T t-g±-t t-t-t 
Flexible r-c-c e±-g±-g":f t-ff-g"T t-!1-t t-t-t a 3.65 3.80 4.19 4.44 5.08 4.58 
a 2.21 1.89 2.20 2.47 3.33 2.94 b 5.09 5.83 5.43 6.24 6.43 6.10 
b 2.38 1.94 2.39 2.66 3.22 3.04 c 8.76 6.55 7.62 7.12 8.96 7.92 
c 2.45 1.98 2.55 2.75 3.27 3.03 d 9.96 8.27 8.21 9.11 11.02 10.25 
d 2.52 1.99 2.48 2.69 3.41 3.30 
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t.hc flexible model arc smaller than those of the r-c-c, e± -g±-g=r- and 
t-rf-rl rnodc·ls and arc roughly the same as that for the t-t-t model. 
The results of the rotational relaxation time show the same tendency. 
This is caused mainly by coupling of water motions with the internal 
dcgrc<'s of freedom of a flexible EG molecule. The higher the tempera-
ture, the more frequently the rotation of the dihedral angle in the EG 
molecules takes place. \Vhen a water molecule is adjacent to an HO 
group of EG, the associated dihedral angle is able to rotate to make 
a transition to a new topography of the intermolecular potential en-
ergy hyp<'rsnrface for EG-watcr. As a result, the internal degrees of 
freedom of the water molecules are affected slightly by the flexible EG 
molecules. On the other hand, at lower tempcratur<'s the dihedral an-
gle of an EG molecule can not rotate easily, so that the values of the 
diffusion constant and the rotational relaxation time arc close to those 
for the c±-gx-g=r- and t-g±-g=F models. 
CONCLUSIONS 
Conformational cquilibria for EG have been calculated from MD simu-
lations. In the case of a non-polar flexible molecule, such as butane, the 
ga11.rhr conformation wit.h respect to angle a in the liquid phase is more 
stabiliz('<l than that in the gas phase. This is explained in terms of a 
simple packing effect in the condensed phase. EG molecules strongly 
favour t.bc folded form in the gaseous state, caused by intramolecular 
interactions, especially intramolecular hydrogen bonds. It must be ex-
pected that the presence of hydrogen bonds with solvent water alters 
thes<' equilibria. A comparison of the aqueous solution of EG with the 
X<' solution and the gas<'ous state of EG shows that there is a prefer-
<'nce for the lran.c; form with respect to angle a in the aqueous solution 
in spite of the occurrence of intramolecular hydrogen bonds. The in-
termolecular hydrogen bonds with water molecules give rise to a small 
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shift in the equilibrium of the dihedral angle a toward the• tmns con-
formation in contra:-;t. to the case for non-polar fi<•xible mol('(·ules. In 
an EG molecule, a single intramolecular hydrogen bond or a doubly 
connected cyclic intramolecular hydrogen bond is expected to exi:st. 
The average population of EG molecules •vith doubh' intramolec-
ular hydrogen bonds in aqueous solution is almost the same a~ that in 
Xe solution, in contrast to the population of single intramolecular hy-
drogen bonds. The average lifetime of intramolecular hydrogrn bonds 
of EG in Xc solution is twice as long as that in an aqtH'Ons solution. 
However, no large difference is seen in the short tilll<' l><'lmvior of t.hc 
intramolecular hydrogen bonds. 
Some rigid-EG models arc also examined. From a comparison 
of a flexible EG model with rigid-EG models, th<' int<•rnal degrees of 
freedom of an EG molecule arc seen to have an obvious c•ffect on t.IH' in-
termolecular hydrogen bonds. The translational and rotational dq;T<'<'s 
of freedom of water molecules with the flexible EG n10dc'l arc som<~what 
less restricted than for the rigid-EG models. Owing to the in t.crnal de-
grees of freedom of EG, when an EG molecule in water forms a strong 
interaction with another molecule, its hydrogen bonds can ('a~ily switch 
to another water molrcnlr, to other EGs or to itself in ord<~r to achicve 
a more stable state. The internal degrees of freedom, th<'r<'fore, have a 
minor effect on the solvent. 
Ill 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter summarizes molecular dynamics ~tudies on torsional mo-
tions of flexible molecules in condensC'd phase. \Ve perform<'d the 
molecular level simulations of dense chain mol<•cnl<'s nnd<'r a variety of 
applied conditions; adopted n-butane as the simpl<'st fi<'xible molecule 
among n-alkanes and ethylene glycol (1,2-cthanediol, EG) as the sim-
plest polyol molecule for constraint Molecular Dynamks ( <'Onst.raint 
MD) simulations. Conformational equilibria and torsional motions of 
these molecules were investigated. 
In chapter I, the scheme of constraint MD algorithm us<'d in th<' 
present study was given with the equations of motion. Some improv<'-
ments for efficient computations were achieved in t.h<' coding of t lH•sc 
iterative procedures. 
In chapter 11, conformational equilibria for n-butanc, which arc 
found to depend on the models used and the conditions of simnla.t.ion, 
have been investigated by MD simulations. The intermolC'cula.r int<'rac-
tions cause the shift of the equilibrium toward the gau.rhr form. This is 
explained in terms of a simple packing effect in condensed phase. This 
shift of the trans conformational population is not large (i.e., 3""5%). 
From the result of RDF's, the structure of liquid n-hut.an<' can be 
to great extent represented only by the repulsion part of th<' pot<>ntial 
(RLJ model). However, comparing the dihedral angl<' distribution of 
the RLJ model with that of the LJ model, the shift toward an incrC'ase 
in the gauche form is more enhanced in the system of molC'cul<'s inter-
acting via the repulsive interaction than the LJ interaction. Ther<>for<>, 
the whole liquid structure including the dihedral distribution is sensi-
tive to the attractive part of the intermolecular interaction ~ well as 
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the repulsive part. 
Torsional motions for individual n-butane molecnlP have been 
analy1,ed by MD simulations in chapter Ill. Detailed examination of 
the various cases of intramolecular rearrangement using simple model 
reveals the coupling between intra- and inter-molecular interactions. In 
the liquid state, the profile of the total intramolecular potential energy 
of n-butane is altered by the solvent-induced contribution. In one case 
of intramolecular rearrangement, the intermolecular interaction from 
the surrounding solvents makes the solute molecule to be less stable 
conformation, and lowers the height of potential barrier. This leads to 
a facile rearrangement. 
From the results of non-dihedral potential model, in which no 
dihedral potential is included, the ris conformation in the liquid state 
is more stabili:t-ed than the gauche conformation, and is much more 
stabilized than the trans one. This is caused by the solvent induced 
contribution. Therefore, the chain molecule has a tendency to become 
'fold' or small in size in the liquid state. 
Chapter IV was devoted to MD calculations for aqueous solution 
of EG. Conformational equilibria for EG have been calculated from MD 
simulations. In the case of non-polar flexible molecule, such as n-butane 
molecule, a more compact form in the liquid state is more stabilized 
than that in the gas phase. EG molecules favor more strongly the 
folding form in ga.c;eous state by an intramolecular hydrogen bond. As 
is expccted, the presence of intermolecular hydrogen bond alters the 
conformational equilibria significantly. The intramolecular hydrogen 
bonds are fairly dependent on solvent species which have some HO 
groups. From a comparison of aqueous solution of EG with a solution 
wit.h solvent Xe, there is a preference for the tmns form in the aqueous 
solution in spite of the occurrence of intramolecular hydrogen bond. 
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The intermolecular hydrogen bonds with water molccul0s lead to the 
small ~hift of the equilibrium of the dill<'dral angle n ( -0-C C -0-) 
toward the transform in contrast to the non-polar fi<'Xlble mokcules. 
The average population of EG with double intramolecular hydrogcn 
bonds in aqueous solution is almost the same as that in Xe solution, in 
contrast to that of single intramolccular hydrogen bonds. The <W<'raged 
lifetime of intramolecular hydrogen bonds of t.he EG in the Xc solution 
is twice as long as that in an aqueous solution. However, no large 
difference is seen in the short time behavior of intramol<'cula.r hydrogen 
bonds. 
The influence of flexibility on liquid prop<'rtics have been studied. 
Comparing a flexible EG model with rigid EG models, it is found that 
the EG moleculc is able to change its hydrogen bond partner which 
is either water or EG molecule. Thereforc, internal rotation of an EG 
molecule affects the solvent 'softly' through the intennolecular hydro-
gen bonds. 
The coupling of intermolecular interactions with intrarnol<•cular 
interactions undoubtedly gives rise to some interesting static dynam-
ical properties in thc flexible chain molecules. The ficxibility changes 
the solvent structures even for a non-polar molecule. Dynamic propc•r-
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